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Abstract

Automated  Highway Systems (AHS) are being developed  as a means of

safe  and efficient transportation. Central  to successful implementation  of AHS is
the proper functioning  of Advanced Vehicle Control Systems (AVCS). This report
addresses some of the important  longitudinal  vehicle modeling  and control issues
of AVCS such as brake dynamic model  development  and validation, decentralized
longitudinal  control algorithms which guarantee the stability  of the entire platoon
and fault detection  and isolation in the longitudinal vehicle dynamics of controlled
vehicles.

A thorough understanding of vehicle’s powertrain components is necessary
to ensure the much needed  precise longitudinal control for closely-spaced vehicle pla-
toons. While  detailed models  of propulsion  dynamics have been used in the devel-
opment and analysis of longitudinal controllers, the brake system dynamics have not
received comparable  attention. In this report,  we have developed  a brake model
that reflects the demands  of IVHS. Specifically, the developed  brake system model
is an appropriate  model for developing  model-based controllers for portotype  sys-
tems and secondly,  it makes  the control problems associated with each brake system
components explicit, thereby  allowing for evaluating the trade-offs between controller
performance  and hardware  redesign.

One of the key control problems  in closely-spaced vehicle platoons is that
of designing  decentralized control algorithms that guarantee stability  of the entire
platoon,  even in the presence of parametric  uncertainties  such as the mass  of the
vehicle, aerodynamic  drag and tire drag. In this report,  we have not only developed
controllers which ensure stability  of the entire platoon, but we have also  characterized
their performance  in terms of the guaranteed attenuation  in the maximum spacing
error from vehicle to vehicle that can be achieved  along the platoon, in the absence of
initial spacing errors. We have also  developed  a gradient parameter  adaptation  law
to compensate  for the initial parameter  estimation  errors.

Fault tolerant control is increasingly becoming important  in systems,  such as
AHS, which  demand high degree  of performance.  For example,  faulty measurements



or faulty throttle/brake  actuator  performance  could deteriorate  the platoon’s perfor-
mance  and may even cause accidents.  In this report,  we have investigated  schemes to
detect  faults in sensors  (such as engine  speed sensor  and radar) and in throttle  and
brake actuators.

We have summarized the experimental  data obtained from vehicle tests per-
formed during  this year at the California Highway Patrol Academy in Sacramento
and at the Richmond  Field Station in Richmond,  California.

We have also evaluated a commercial  code called VDANL  for combined
lateral/longitudinal  vehicle control.

Lastly,  we have developed  a simulation package  that describes the longitudi-
nal vehicle dynamics.  It can be made  available  to other research groups via electronic
mail/ftp.
Key words :

IVHS, AHS, AVCS,  Longitudinal  Control, Brake model and control,  String/Platoon
stability,  Fault detection  and isolation, Adaptive Longitudinal  platoon control, Ex-
perimental  Platoon Control Systems.



Executive Summary

We have developed a user-friendly and modular simulation package for a 20

vehicle platoon, which incorporates a realistic vehicle model and a simplified controller

model. Any new control algorithms can easily be verified by changing the “controller”

routine of the package. Anonymous ftp site and/or an account has been set up for

other researchers to transfer this package to their respective computers.

Due to the highly nonlinear behavior of the brake system, a model is critical

for the development of an automatic brake controller. The model emphasises the

behavior of the vacuum booster which is an essential component of the brake system.

The model is also ideally suited for control because all the states are measurable.

String Stability is an important concern for platooning. Various platooning

strategies have been investigated for string stability. It has been established that lead

vehicle information is required for string stability. Other performance tradeoffs, like

complexity of implementation, have also been addressed.

Smaller intervehicular spacing requires high performance controllers, which

satisfy platooning specifications in the presence of parametric uncertainities. A de-

centralised adaptive control algorithm has been developed to this end. Performance

improvement has been demonstrated in simulation.

The problem of failure detection and signal reconstruction for various sensors

used in the longitudinal control system of the vehicle has been addressed. Experimen-

tal verification for the vehicle speed sensor failure and information reconstruction was

done. Throttle and brake actuator faults are being studied too with an aim to develop

some backup plan for emergency situation. Experiments have been conducted at the

California Highway Patrol Academy, Sacramento to test various control algorithms

developed earlier.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

This report describes the work  during phase  I of a proposed  three phase
research project  on “Longitudinal Control Development for IVHS Fully Automated
and Semi-Automated  Systems”. During  the first year  particular  emphasis was placed
on developing  and evaluating vehicle simulation programs  for longitudinal  vehicle op-
eration.  We have used these models  to develop throttle  and brake control algorithms
that can be used in an automated  highway environment.  The control algorithms
have been evaluated by computer simulation and also by limited field testing  at the
California Highway Patrol Test Facility  in Sacramento  and at the Richmond  Field
Station in Richmond,  California.

Chapter  2 describes our longitudinal vehicle model  and makes  it available
for other research groups to access by electronic  mail.

Chapter  3 describes computer modeling  of the vehicle’s brake system in-
cluding the existing actuator  on one of the test vehicles, the brake pedal, the vacuum
assist and master  cylinder system. This model  is currently  being used for control
algorithm development.

Chapter  4 discusses  the propagation of disturbances  in a string of automated
vehicles. It will be essential  to ensure  that these disturbances  attenuate  as they travel
upstream.  This chapter  investigates  vehicle to vehicle communication  requirements
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required to ensure string stability.
Chapter  5 introduces  adaptive control techniques to estimate in real time

several important  vehicle parameters  for the control algorithm such as the vehicles’
mass  and aerodynamic  properties.

Chapter  6 discusses  techniques to detect  actuator  and sensor  failure and how
to ensure that system safety is preserved  in the presence of such failures.

Chapter  7 summarizes  the data obtained from vehicle tests performed during
the year at the California Highway Patrol Test Facility. These  tests were  conducted
to verify conclusions made  on the basis  of computer simulations.

Appendix  A describes a commercial code called VDANL  that was evaluated
for use in combined longitudinal/lateral  studies.



Chapter 2

Simulation Package: Longitudinal

Vehicle Model

2.1 Introduction

In order  to facilitate the development  of a longitudinal  controller for platoon
purposes, a model  of a vehicle’s longitudinal dynamics was necessary. The purpose
of this model was twofold: Firstly,  a simulation model  was needed  to accurately
describe the highly nonlinear dynamics of an automobile. It was used to test the
various  control schemes  before experimental  implementation.  Thus we can minimize
the number of problems encountered during experimental  field testing.  Secondly, the
control design technique  chosen  for the problem requires a knowledge  of the vehicle
plant dynamics.

The mathematical model  described in section 2 . 1  is simplified  version  of
the complex model described in McMahon et. al, [28],  and is based on Cho and
Hedrick, [5], Moskwa  and Hedrick, [30].  It was constructed  using tabulated data

for a 1990  Ford Lincoln Town car. The model  captures the essential  features  of
the complex model with decreased computational  effort. The simulation package,
“lon-sim-release-l.O”, contains the simplified  longitudinal plant and its correspond-
ing spacing control algorithm. Details on obtaining the software,  specific operating
instructions, and a description of the program  structure  are given in section 2.2.



2.1.1 Simplified Vehicle Model

In this section we describe the four state simplified  vehicle model.  In this
development we make  the following assumptions:

1. time delays  associated  with power  generation in the engine  are negligible

2. no torsion of the drive axle

3. no slip at the wheels.

The states  are :

1. Mass of air in the manifold  (m, )

2. Engine speed (tie)

3. Turbine  speed (it)

4. Brake torque (Tbr).

A free body diagram depicting this simplified  model  is shown figure  2.1. With these
assumptions,  the flow of air in the intake manifold  is governed  by the continuity
equation:

m, = m,i - ma0 (24

where  m,; and ma0 are the mass flow rates into and out of the intake manifold,
respectively.  The form of the empirical relationships for these rates are:

tiai = MAX TC(a) PRI (2.2)

where  the parameter MAX is the maximum flow rate corresponding to a fully open
throttle  valve. The function TC is the normalized  throttle  characteristic,  a nonlinear
function  of the throttle  angle CY. The function PRI is the normalized pressure influ-
ence function  which is a nonlinear function of the pressure ratio PR = p whereatm ’
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Patm is atmospheric  pressure.  Using the ideal gas law, the manifold pressure, Pm, is
calculated  by

Pm = RTrn
Mair K2 ma (2.4

where  MaiT is the molecular weight of air. The rotational  dynamics of the engine  is
given by:

J.& = E&e, Pm) - T’ump(we,  wt) (2.5)

where  J,* is the effective engine  inertia  and Tnetis the net engine  torque defined  as the
difference between the combustion torque and the torque due to friction  and other
losses.  It is empirically known to be a nonlinear function of the engine  speed  and the
manifold pressure. Tpump, a nonlinear function of the states  w, and wt, is the effective
load torque on the engine.

The single transmission state is associated with the rotation  dynamics of the
turbine.  The state equation is given by:

J;;t = Tturb(We, wt) - zoad (2.6)

where  Tturb is the turbine  torque and T lOad is the effective load torque on the transmis-
sion. Under the assumptions stated  above  the vehicle velocity and the engine speed
are related  by the relation:

v = h  R;wt (2.7)

where h the effective tire radius  and Ri is a variable that depends  on the vehicle
transmission  gear ratio. Consequently the term Jc is an effective turbine  inertia
which  includes the turbine,  driveshaft, tire and vehicle inertias.  Its functional  form
is therefore:

J; = Jt,g + Ri2(Jwf + Jw, + M h2) P-8)

where Jt,s  is the transmission inertia  in gear g, JWf and J,, are the combined inertias
of both front and rear wheels,  respectively, and A4 is the vehicle mass. Included in
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the expression for the load torque are all the longitudinal  dynamics terms (i.e. drag,
rolling  resist ante).

zoad = R,( Tbf + Tbr + GR;2h3w,2  + hE,total> P-9)

where  Tbf and Tbr are the front and rear brake torques, respectively,  C, is a “drag
coefficient” and Fr,total is the total rolling  resistance. The final state is the combined
brake torque,  Tb. Since the brake model  is linear and the time constant  for the front
and rear brake torques is assumed  to be same,  the two states  can be lumped together.
The combined dynamics are given by:

Tb,,il + Tb = Tb,d = & pb (2.10)

where  and ?-b+ is the brake system time constant,  and &j, = &f +I%&.  is the total brake
torque constant  of proportionality.  This a very simplified  model of brake dynamics.
For a more complete model  description see chapter 3.

2.2 Longitudinal Simulation Package

2.2.1 Installing and Running  the Program

The longitudinal  simulation package, “long-sim-release.J-O” , is a collection
of C-programs/functions  developed  for running on a Unix platform. The software  is
available from the Vehicle Dynamics Laboratory  at UC Berkeley  via the f t p  utility.
From any machine on the network  simply  type:

ftp vehicle.berkeley.edu

At the prompt for a user name type, “path”. The password  to gain entry to
the directory  is “motorcar”.

If you are running on a unix platform supporting the make utility,  you can
use the included makefile  to compile  the platooning longitudinal  simulation program.



Using the make utility  to install  the platoon simulations with the sample controller
and measurement  modules  included type:

“make long-sim”

for the closed-loop  sim with the simple  longitudinal dynamic model for the
Lincoln Towncar. The executable  will be named long-sim. To run the platoon simu-
lation  program with the simple  longitudinal model  type:

long-sim

This will automatically  initialize the states of the model and output the
simulation result in a file called “sim.out”. For details of initialization, see init1ong.c.

To run the program specifying initial conditions with a data file type:

long-sim i icfileaame

Each row of the initial  condition file should contain the states  of each car
starting from the first car after the lead car. See longic.dat  for an example.

To run the program  specifying name of output file type:

long-sim 0 output-filename

The list of outputs printed out is specified  in 0utput.c.  The user can modify
0utput.c  to output the appropriate variables  of interest.  test.dat  is a sample pro-
gram output by running the long-sim program  as provided  with initial conditions
determined  by initlong.

2.2.2 Description of the program structure

main function: long3im.c

The main file for the simple  longitudinal simulation is in long-sim.c.  It sets
up the overall  structure  of the simulation and the time integration  loop to update
the state variables. After performing some initialization  tasks,  it calls up “controller”
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to update  the controls. It then calls  up “rk4” to perform a 4-th order  Runge-Kutta
time integration  to update the state variables. (rk4 makes  call to “simplelong”  to
obtain  the state derivatives).  This time integration  loop keeps going until the specified
simulation end time is exceeded.

long-sim defines  the following run time simulation parameters:

NUM-CAR - number of cars in the platoon following the lead car
dt - integration  time step in set
tf - simulation end time in set
ctrl-freq - how frequent the controls are updated

e.g. if ctrl-freq is set to 5, then the controls will be updated every 5*dt
wrt-freq  - how frequent the simulation result is recorded to a text  file

e.g. if wrtfreq  is set to 5, then the simulation result will be recorded on a

text file every 5*dt
long-sim also has 2 parameters  defining  the number of states  and controls

for each car. If you plan to modify the dynamics model, make sure you update the
following  parameters  in long-sim appropriately:

NUMSTATE  - number of states  for each car NUM-CTRL  - number of
controls for each car

The state and control vectors for each car in the platoon are held in the 2d
matrices  x and u. The first index of the matrix specifies  the car in the platoon and
the second index specifies  the appropriate state or control. Also,  the indices start
from 1, not 0. For example x[2] denotes  the state vector for the second  car after the
lead car and x[2][3] denotes the the third state of that car.

Simple longitudinal dynamics model: simple-1ong.c

The simple  longitudinal dynamics model is contained in simple1ong.c.  Given
the current states  and controls, it returns the time derivative of the states. The sym-
bolic names for the states  and controls are defined  in the file simp1e-long.h.  Note that
the index for the state and control vectors start from  1 ,  not 0. Modeling parameters
like mass  of vehicle, moment of inertia,  drag coefficient,  actuator time constants, etc.
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are contained in the file simple-car.h.
The simple  model  has two engine  states  (manifold air mass  and engine

speed),  and two car states  (wheel  speed and car speed). A linear model is used
for the tire force model with tractive force proportional to the slip ratio. Two actua-
tor states are included for the first order  dynamics assumed  for the throttle  and brake
actuator dynamics.  A position state is also  included to keep track  of the longitudinal
position of each car.

The user can develop a customized dynamics model by modifying the ex-
isting simplelong module.  Remember  to update the header files simple1ong.h  and
simple-car.h  if there are changes  in the definition of the states  or controls,  or other
modeling parameters.  Alternatively,  the user can replace the entire simplelong  mod-
ule by another  brand new module  that follows  the same  input/output  argument
list. In either way, the user also  has to update the parameters  NUM-STATE  and
NUM-CTRL  defined  in the long-sim module  if the number of states  or controls are
modified.

Longitudinal controller: control1er.c

A sample  longitudinal controller with throttle  and actuator control is in-
cluded  in the file control1er.c.  The supplied  controller performs spacing control be-
tween  adjacent  cars in the platoon. The velocity and acceleration  profile  of the lead
car is specified in the function profi1e.c  as a function of time. The user can eas-
ily replace the module  with another controller by following the calling convention
demonstrated  in the controller module.  Remember  to update the header files sim-
ple1ong.h if the definition of the controls is changed. The user also needs  to update
the parameter  NUM-CTRL  defined in the long-sim module.

Technical Support

If there are problems/concerns regarding  the longitudinal  simulation package
questions may be e-mailed to “path@vehicle.berkeley.edu”.
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Chapter 3

Brake System Modeling

3.1 Modeling Demands of IVHS

With rising  public concern about such transportation  issues  as roadway  ca-
pacity, traffic  congestion and highway safety,  interest  in Intelligent  Vehicle Highway
Systems (IVHS) h as never been greater.  Among  the proposed  systems, much atten-
tion has been focused on the use of Advanced Vehicle Control Systems (AVCS)  to
produce lanes of automated  vehicles  travelling in closely-spaced platoons. One of the
key control problems in such a scheme  is the longitudinal  positioning of the vehicles
such that spacing on the order  of a meter is maintained during routine merge  and
following  maneuvers. Obviously,  controller design under such specifications  requires

a thorough understanding  of all components of a vehicle’s powertrain. Yet while de-
tailed models  of propulsion  dynamics have been used in the development  and analysis
of longitudinal  controllers, the brake system dynamics have not received comparable
attention.

In order  to maximize ride quality while simultaneously minimizing spacing
error between vehicles, very tight tracking of the desired  brake torque must be re-
alized.  Under such conditions, pure delays of the type often associated  with brake
application  can force constraints  on vehicle spacing that otherwise would  not exist.
The magnitude  of this problem becomes clear when considering the fact that  a 50
millisecond delay (comparable  with those often used in simple  brake models) trans-
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lates to about 4 feet of vehicle motion at highway speeds.  Before  such constraints
can be eliminated,  the physical mechanisms behind the time delay must be identi-
fied. In addition, the required brake torques associated  with normal following  and
merge maneuvers on automated  highways are generally low. Since the dead zones and
nonlinearities  associated  with brake dynamics are more  pronounced at lower  brake
torques,  these factors  need to be quantified.

This is in sharp  contrast  to the types of modeling  issues  usually associated
with braking systems. Since brakes are generally  viewed as an open-loop  system,  with
driver inputs taken as given,  modeling  for control is rarely an issue.  Applications  that
do require a closed-loop  model, such as radar braking or driver-vehicle interactions,
focus more on collision  avoidance, where the brake torques are much higher and the
tracking  demands  are lower.  Since the objective in collision  avoidance is to apply as
much braking force as possible as rapidly as possible, brake delays  are small compared
to recognition  or response  times and the subtleties  of accurate  profile  following  are not
present (Faris et al., [lo]) Conversely, when the objective is pure longitudinal  motion
with low brake torques, traditional  issues such as wheel lock-up, tire slip angles  and
weight shift are less significant. Because  of these differences, a brake model that
reflects the specific demands  of IVHS is desirable.

A satisfactory  model of brake system dynamics must be able to meet two
distinct  objectives. First,  it should be an appropriate tool for developing  model-
based controllers for prototype  systems. As research into IVHS technology progresses,
successful demonstration  of concepts on the test track becomes essential. Initial
experiments  with closed-loop  braking schemes  at U.C. Berkeley  have shown that linear
models  of brake dynamics produce controllers with poor tracking  capability  and often
instabilities. In order  to make  meaningful experimental  statements regarding higher
level research goals such as merging  and fault-tolerant  control schemes, the brake
controller  itself must be fairly robust. An accurate  model  is the key to developing
such a controller.

Secondly, as IVHS progresses  from conception to implementation,  hardware
limitations  must be distinguished from system limitations  (Shladover,  [34]). With
regards to brake actuation, the most  straightforward approach mechanically  is to
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develop  a device that acts directly  on the brake pedal. Such a solution saves the
engineering time and liability  issues (Faris et al., [lo]) associated  with brake system
modifications  and requires comparatively  little power since the brake power booster
is incorporated.  From a controls perspective,  however,  the combination  of actuator
dynamics,  linkage  inertia and brake system response  makes  controller design anything
but straightforward.  A brake system model  that makes  the control problems associ-
ated with each component explicit  is therefore necessary for evaluating the trade-offs
between controller performance  and hardware  redesign.

This chapter presents a model  of brake system dynamics to meet the above
criteria.  After a brief treatment of the braking process, a commonly used linear ap-
proximation  of the system response  is presented and its limitations  as a model for
the development of closed-loop  controllers are discussed.  Next, the individual com-
ponents of the brake system are detailed with careful attention paid to the dynamics
of the vacuum booster  and its interactions  with the engine  manifold. From these
components,  a control model  which captures the essential  dynamics is isolated. In
the process,  several simplifying  assumptions must be made  regarding the behavior of
the braking system. The validity of these assumptions is confirmed by a compari-
son of simulation results with data obtained from vehicle tests. The implications  for
longitudinal  controller design that result from the model  conclude the chapter.

3.2 Brake System Overview

3.2.1 Brake System Components

Before  discussing  the operating details of individual brake system compo-
nents,  an overview  of the elements considered  in this chapter  and their interactions
is necessary. Figure  3 . 1  shows the components of a typical  power braking system in
the absence of ABS hardware.  In manual operation, the pedal linkage  amplifies  the
force applied  by the driver  and provides  a mechanism for tactile feedback.  Careful
design ensures that the amplification ratio (generally about 3:l for power brakes)  re-
mains approximately  constant  over the entire length of pedal travel. Unfortunately,
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the mechanical  advantage created by a pedal linkage  of reasonable dimensions  cannot
achieve the forces  required by disc brakes and heavier automobiles.  The inclusion
of a power assist overcomes  this problem by providing  the additional boost required
for actuation. The power  source  for this boost is generally the vacuum created  in

the engine manifold, though in some cases  the booster  is hydraulic and connected  to
the power steering system. Since it is more  common among  passenger cars, only the
vacuum booster is considered  in the models  that follow.

The force  supplied  by the pedal linkage  and booster  actuate the brake hy-
draulics, which consist of the master  cylinder, proportioning valves and brake lines.
The master  cylinder acts as a reservoir  for the hydraulic fluid and contains the main
piston for t,he assembly.  When force is applied  to the master  cylinder by the power
booster,  the piston forces the fluid under  compression, resulting in flow to the brake
lines. Modern cars possess  tandem master cylinders with two separate  pistons sharing
a common bore. The two pistons may be split  either between front and rear brakes
or diagonally  such that one piston controls the right front and left rear brakes. The
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rationale  behind such an arrangement follows  from considerations  of vehicle stability
and safety in the event of a leak in one of the brake lines.

Each of the brake lines from the master cylinder lead either directly  to the
brakes or to a proportioning valve, which compensates for the weight shift of the
vehicle at high decelerations by distributing  more  pressure to the front brakes. Since
the characteristic  forces and displacements needed  to initiate braking with drums
and discs are quite different, cars that combine front disc brakes with rear drum
brakes occasionally  include a metering valve as a compensating  device (Puhn, [32]).
This valve  inhibits  flow to the disc brakes at low brake pressures  to account for the
greater pressure required to initiate braking with drum brakes. After the valves,  the
fluid flows  to the pistons that actuate the individual brakes, producing the vehicle
deceleration  up to the limits imposed  by the tire-road interface.

3.2.2 Linear Approximations

Despite the complexity  of the braking process, previous  investigations  into
the longitudinal  control problem have either concentrated  exclusively  on engine  dy-
namics (Shladover,  [36]) or incorporated  an approximate  model of the brake system
dynamics (Frank et al., [12]; McMahon et al., [28]).  In general, these approximate
models  consist of a pure time delay, first order  linear dynamics and occasionally  a
saturation  effect. Because  these models  appear in the literature of braking systems
with great regularity, some motivation for the increased complexity  proposed  in this
chapter  should be provided.

Approximate  models  have been used successfully for well over twenty years
to represent brake system lags in the study of vehicle stability  and the development of
ABS hardware. In fact, experimental  responses  of a brake system to approximate  step
inputs in pedal force show a high degree  of qualitative  similarity whether the input
is applied by a human (Fisher, [ 111) or by a mechanical  actuator (Faris et al., [lo]).

While the exact duration of the pure time delay and the time constant  of the first order
dynamics vary according to the nature of actuation  and the individual components
of the brake system,  the general shape  is applicable almost without exception.  As a
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result,  these dynamics have often been characterized  as ‘intrinsic’ properties of the
brake response.

By strict reliance on the response  to a particular  input,  such a characteriza-
tion obscures the relationship between the brake design parameters  and the resultant
dynamics.  This can have a profound  effect  on closed-loop  systems,  since the underly-
ing dynamics may be concealed in a step response. Because  of return  spring pre-loads
in the vacuum booster,  a certain  input force must be achieved before any output (and,
hence, any braking) is observed.  As will be discussed  in the subsequent section,  the
dynamics of the vacuum  booster also  involve  a certain  amount of pedal displacement
before the assist is triggered. Since in reality forces and displacements  cannot be
achieved discontinuously, the booster thus exhibits  a time delay when subjected to
an approximate  ‘step’ input. Time delays are not designed  into a brake system,  how-
ever, pedal travel and restoring spring pre-loads  are. These  characteristics are both
design  factors  contributing  to the ‘feel’ of a brake system and nonlinearities  associated
with closed-loop  stability  and should therefore be included explicitly  in the model.

3.3 Dynamic Models

Only a few detailed dynamic models  of such brake components as vacuum
boosters  and master  cylinders have appeared in the literature, outside of restricted
technical reports (Khan et al., [25]). Of these models,  the two most relevant to this
work are a detailed study of brake components by Fisher, [ll] and a combined ana-
lytic/experimental  study of the brake apply system by Khan et al., [25] . While both
models  have been validated in practice,  they are intended for design purposes  and are
therefore  too detailed for satisfactory  use in controller development. Furthermore,
the transients  for which these models  have been validated are slower  than those as-
sociated  with the tracking demands  of longitudinal  controllers. The objective  of this
section is to develop reduced-order models  that nevertheless respond accurately  to
rapid transients.
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3.3.1 Vacuum  Booster

Booster Mechanics

The operation of a typical  vacuum  booster is detailed in figure  3.2, which is
adapted from Puhn, [32]. In general, booster operation can be characterized  by three
stages,  depending upon the interconnections  between the chambers.  In the initial
release stage, figure  3.2a, the vacuum  and apply chambers are connected,  with the
vacuum chamber linked to the engine  manifold  through a check valve and the pushrod
and power piston resting on their respective  limit stops. Once the force applied  to
the pushrod, Fpr, is sufficient  to overcome  the pre-load on the pushrod return  spring,
the pushrod begins  to move to the left. After an initial  displacement,  this motion of
the pushrod seals the vacuum  chamber.

Further  motion of the pushrod  causes  the control valve to open, as shown in
figure  3.2b, releasing atmospheric  air into the apply chamber.  The resultant  force on
the diaphragm, after compensating  for the piston return spring pre-load, causes  the
power piston to move to the left. The master cylinder responds  to this displacement
with a force on the rubber  reaction  washer. The washer,  in turn, apportions the

reaction  force between the pushrod  and the power piston according to their respective
areas  of contact. In this sense,  the reaction washer  is similar to an incompressible  fluid
(Khan et al., [25]), de ormingf to accommodate  relative motion between the pushrod
and power piston. Such a representation  only approximates the true force distribution
on the washer  at low forces, but provides  a reasonable analytical  basis for the model.

The portion of the master  cylinder force directed to the pushrod acts as a
form of feedback,  subsequently causing  the control valve to close. At this point,  the
hold stage, the booster is at equilibrium with a specific pressure difference  maintained
between the two chambers,  as in figure  3.2~. A decrease in the pushrod force results
in the connection  of the vacuum  and apply chambers and a consequent return  to
the release stage. Should  the apply  chamber reach atmospheric  pressure, the booster
provides  a 1:l reflection of any further  input force. Since this region  of operation
results in substantial brake pressures, it is not considered  here.

Dynamic  equations for the vacuum  booster may be obtained  from force
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balances  of the pushrod  and power  piston. After the pushrod leaves  the limit stop, a
force balance  gives:

FpT - F,, - (kFmc)  = mpTzpT (34

where  mPr denotes the pushrod inertia  and A,, and A,, represent the area of the
reaction  washer  and the portion of that area in contact  with the pushrod, respectively.

Ed, is the combined force arising  from the two springs attached to the pushrod,
expressed as:

where F,,,,, is the spring pre-load, KU, is a nonlinear spring constant  and x,,l =

ZPr - xmc-

Similarly for the power  piston,

F,, + Fd - F,, -
A

( >
F F,, = mppi&, (3.3)7-w

where  mpp is the power  piston inertia  and A, is the portion of the power piston area
in contact with the power piston. The force on the power  piston return  spring, F,,,

is:

Fr, = Lo + I-r-SAX,, (34

where  Ax,, = x,, - xmco. The force on the diaphragm depends  upon the pressure in
each chamber  and the diaphragm areas, A, and A,, facing each chamber.  Assuming
these areas  to be equal to a single value, Ad,

Fd = Pa A, - P,A, = (Pa - PJA, (3.5)

The stage of operation can be related to the relative motion of the power

piston and pushrod as follows:

0 5 xn31 5 xh ==+ Release Stage

xh < XT,1 -< x, ===+ Hold Stage

xa < X7-d -< x, * Apply  Stage (3.6)
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Here xh and x, represent the relative displacement between the pushrod and power
piston required to initiate the hold and apply stages, In reality, the difference between
xh and x, is quite small.  However,  both values must be included in simulation in order
to generate  the finite hold stage observed  in practice.  x, is the limiting displacement
reached when the pressure in the apply  chamber equals  atmospheric  and is included
only for completeness.

One difficulty with the above  equations is the fact that the motion of the
power piston is not readily observable. To eliminate the states  associated  with the
power piston, the inertia is neglected, creating a static force balance  in terms of the
chamber  pressures, master cylinder force and relative displacement:

F,, + Fd - F,, - Gw
The rationale  behind such a simplification follows  from the fact that the natural
frequency  of the effective mass-spring system created by the power piston and the
combination  of the master  cylinder and piston return spring is higher than the fre-
quencies associated  with the air dynamics. Note  that the pushrod inertia cannot be
similarly ignored, since the pushrod  is rigidly  connected  to the pedal and applied
actuator forces must influence this combined  inertia.  The net effect of this approx-
imation  is to allow the air flow dynamics to dominate the vacuum booster  dynamic
response.

Air Chamber Thermodynamics

Figure  3.3 illustrates  the changes  in pressure that  occur in the vacuum and
apply  chambers during the application of a braking force at time zero and its sub-
sequent release 2.5 seconds  later. When the force is applied,  the vacuum chamber
experiences  an initial compression  phase  due to diaphragm motion, followed by the
release of pressure as a result of air flow to the manifold. Similarly, the apply cham-
ber pressure changes  can be linked  to both volumetric  changes  and the flow of air
either  from the atmosphere or to the vacuum  chamber. For a complete description of
the chamber  thermodynamics,  both the expansion or compression of the air and the
various  flows  in and out of each chamber must be modeled.
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Air Pressure in Booster During Apply and Release - Experimental
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The air in the vacuum booster is considered  to be an ideal gas undergoing
isothermal  expansion or compression. As a result,  the pressure in each chamber is
related  to the mass  of air in the chamber and the diaphragm motion by:

Here V,, and Vu, represent the volumes  of the apply and vacuum chambers,  respec-
tively, when the booster  is in the fully released position. m,, and mav denote the
mass of air in each chamber.

The flow of air in or out of the apply chamber is determined by the stage of

booster  operation. In the apply  stage, atmospheric  air enters the chamber,  while in
the release stage, air flows from the apply chamber to the vacuum chamber.  In the
hold stage, the apply  chamber is sealed.  Regardless of the stage, the vacuum chamber
connects  to the intake manifold  through a one-way  check valve. This valve prohibits
flow from the manifold to the booster and allows  for flow from the vacuum chamber
to the manifold only after a certain  threshold pressure  difference  is achieved. Since
the pressure differences  driving flow in the vacuum  booster  remain within fairly tight
bounds, linearized flow equations are incorporated  into this model.  Accordingly, the
mass flow rate of air into the apply chamber may be determined from the stage of
operation:

Caa(Pdm - Pa) apply
ri2aa = Ca,(Pu - Pa) release

0 hold

with the corresponding flows into the vacuum  chamber described by:

(3.10)

Gn((Pm + PO> - PJ apply
742.au = C,,( ( Pm + PO) - Pv) + C,,( Pa - Pv) release (3.11)

Gm((Pm  + PO> - Pti) hold

In these equations,  C,,, C,, and C,, are linearized flow resistances  between the at-

mosphere and apply  chamber,  apply and vacuum  chamber,  and vacuum chamber  and
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intake  manifold, respectively.  The term PO compensates  for the pressure differential
required to open the check valve. Assumed, but not explicit, in the above  equations
is the fact that the check valve prevents any flow from the manifold to the vacuum
chamber.

Manifold Dynamics

Experiments conducted at Berkeley  and elsewhere  (Khan  et al., [25]) have
shown that the pressure  in the vacuum  chamber of the booster  varies considerably
over the course of brake application. In the previous  section, these pressure transients
were  linked to air flow from the apply chamber to the vacuum  chamber,  compression
of the vacuum chamber as a result of diaphragm motion, and air flow from the vacuum
chamber  to the engine  intake manifold.  The first two factors have been detailed above
in the process of modeling  the chamber thermodynamics.  The third, however,  merits
special  attention.

Despite the importance  of the engine  manifold pressure in determining the
airflow from the vacuum  chamber to the manifold  (and, hence, the evolution of the
pressure in the vacuum chamber),  the authors are unaware  of any brake model that
includes manifold dynamics. Since the longitudinal controller developed  at Berkeley
utilizes the mass  of air in the intake manifold  as a state variable, the manifold pressure
is directly  available  to the brake controller (McMahon  et al., [as]). Furthermore,  this
pressure varies  according to vehicle speed and acceleration,  raising the spectre  of
coupling effects between throttle  and brake controllers in automated  vehicles. For
these reasons, the manifold dynamics are included.

The intake manifold  is considered  to be a control volume  and modeled ac-
cording to the equations used by Cho and Hedrick, [5]. The accumulation  or depletion
of the mass  of air in the manifold, ti,, is governed  by the continuity  equation:

m, = m,i - ma0 (3.12)

The mass rate of airflow  into the manifold,  ti,i, is given by:

ti,; = MAX. TC(a) . PRI (3.13)
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where  MAX represents the maximum flow rate achievable, TC(o) is a normalized
characteristic  of the throttle  angle,  o’, and PRI is a pressure influence function  used
to model the compressible flow into the manifold.

PRI=l-exp 9( E1,,
(3.14)

In practice, the throttle  characteristic  and volumetric efficiency must be obtained
from empirical  table look-ups  or by best-fit  approximations to experimental  data.
For simulation purposes, these quantities  are determined from experimental  data
provided by the Ford Motor Company.

The mass rate of airflow  from the manifold  to the combustion chamber  is
described by:

(3.15)

where V, and V, denote engine  displacement and manifold volume, respectively,  vvOl
is the volumentric  efficiency of the engine  and w, is the engine  speed.  Since the
manifold pressure depends  upon the engine  speed and the booster  flow is, in turn,
governed  by the manifold pressure, the booster  dynamics are not independent  of the
maneuvers performed by the vehicle.

In modeling  the intake manifold  dynamics, the mass rate of airflow from the
vacuum chamber  to the manifold  is ignored.  The manifold  may therefore  be taken as
an ideal pressure source  when calculating  flow from the vacuum booster.  Since the
time constants  associated  with transient  response  of the intake manifold at highway
speeds  are approximately  an order  of magnitude faster than those associated  with the
flow out of the vacuum  chamber,  this approximation  holds quite well.

3.3.2 Master Cylinder

Figure  3 . 4  illustrates  the essential features of a tandem master  cylinder.
The power piston of the vacuum  booster contacts  the primary piston of the master
cylinder,  providing  the link between the force input and brake hydraulics.  Initially,
brake fluid displaced by motion of the primary piston flows freely into the reservoir
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either  motion of the primary piston or relative motion between the pistons. Since the
only mechanical  link between the primary and secondary pistons is the small return
spring  (Puhn, [32]), such relative motion can occur, but at frequencies well  above
those of interest.

The force applied  by the master cylinder in response to piston motion may
therefore  be described by:

where  I(mC is the compliance of the brake lines, fluid and brakes, determined from
experimental  data,  rCp represents the motion of the primary piston when the com-
pensating  port closes  and Fps is the pre-load  on the primary piston return  spring.
The brake pressure measured at the master cylinder, Pb, is related to the force F,,
through the piston area, A,,:

Fpb = --z
A mc

(3.17)

This static  representation  between  force and displacement in the master  cylinder
correlates  well  with experimental  data, though does remove  the fluid flow from direct
consideration.

3.3.3 Brake Lines, Valves and Brakes

The brake torque exerted in response  to a pressure change in the master
cylinder involves  numerous  variables. Fluid behavior,  the fill characteristics of the

brakes, brake line length,  and frictional  variations with regard to temperature  and
velocity  (the so-called ‘fade’ effect) all contribute  to the brake system response (Fisher,
[ll]). Furthermore,  the modeling  of such effects is subject  to different  interpretations,
none of which  provide  a definitive solution  (Gillespie, [15]).  In order to produce a suit-
able control model, a compact manner of expressing the dynamics and uncertainties
involved with the brakes and brake lines is sought.

For the purpose  of longitudinal control, the apportioning of the brake force
among  the individual brakes is inconsequential;  the overall  magnitude of the braking
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force is the important  quantity. Therefore,  the combination  of the valves and the
characteristics of the different  brakes may be combined into a single  nonlinear map-
ping between the pressure at the brakes and the brake torque exerted  on the vehicle.
In essence, the model  becomes that of a single equivalent  brake. This static gain
between the brake pressure and brake torque is highly  uncertain  (due to frictional
variations and fade) and potentially  nonlinear (due to variations caused by propor-
tioning valves and the threshold pressures  needed  to induce braking with drum and
disc brakes).

To account for dynamics in the brake lines  and the brakes themselves,  the
relationship  between the pressure  in the master cylinder and the pressure at the
brakes is assumed to exhibit  first-order lag characteristics.  Therefore,  the complete
relationship  between the brake pressure  in the master  cylinder, Pb, and the brake
torque, Tb, may be written as:

fb = ;It (Kb( Pb) . Pb - Tb) (3.18)

where  rb is the time constant  of the brake line and brake subsystem  and Icb(Pb)  is the
equivalent ‘single  brake’ static mapping  discussed  above.  This representation  serves
to place the lag between the vacuum  assist  force and brake torque downstream from
the master  cylinder in accordance  with experimental  observation.

3.4 Experimental Validation

The development  of the brake model  presented above  required that some
key assumptions be met by the physical system. To verify  these assumptions,  exper-
imental  data was obtained from one of the Ford Lincoln Town Cars associated  with
the California  PATH Program. This vehicle was equipped with a hydraulic actuator
used to apply a brake force to the pedal and instrumented  to record booster  chamber
pressures, brake pressure and pedal displacement,  among other quantities.  In order
to isolate the dynamics of the power  booster and apply system, tests were  performed
while  the vehicle was stationary  and the engine  idling.  Information  on the effects
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Figure 3.5: Actual  and Calculated  Brake Pressures

of vehicle motion on brake system dynamics was obtained from moving  tests per-
formed at the California Highway Patrol Academy in Sacramento.  These tests serve
to confirm the major assumptions made  in modeling  the brake system dynamics.

3.4.1 Inertia  of Booster and Master Cylinder

To eliminate  unobservable states and reduce the order  of the model, the
inertia of the booster  power  piston / diaphragm assembly and the master  cylinder
piston were neglected. This resulted in a static equation relating the force applied  by
the booster  to the pressures  in the air chambers and the displacements of the pushrod
and power piston. To test this relationship,  measurements of these air pressures and
displacements  were  taken during braking tests and used to calculate  the booster  force.
Figure  3.5 plots the brake pressure  based upon this calculated  booster  force with the
actual brake pressure as measured in the primary brake line immediately  after the
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Pressure in Apply Chamber - Experimental and Linear Approximation
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Figure 3.6: Apply Chamber Air Flow During  Release Stage

master  cylinder.
The close  correlation between the calculated  and actual  pressures  confirm

that  the unmodeled dynamics do not affect  system response. The lack of any lags
in brake pressure and the close qualitative  reflection of the static characteristics in
the brake pressure support  the omission  of this inertia and corroborate  the immedi-
ate manifestation  of brake pressure  in the master cylinder. Furthermore,  the time
delay  produced by the inclusion of the lost travel and spring pre-loads  matches  that
exhibited by the system.

3.4.2 Linearized Flow Equations

Since the pressures  in the apply and vacuum chambers are coupled  during
the release stage, errors  in the flow model  will propagate through both chambers.
The release flow is therefore the true test of the linearization.  Figure  3.6 shows  the
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Engine Manifold Pressure - Simulated and Experimental
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Figure  3.8: Engine Manifold  Pressure Variation  During Braking

actual  pressure in the apply chamber during the typical  release stage of a moving  test
and the pressure as calculated  by the linearized flow equations.  Although some error
results from this approximation,  a close  qualitative  fit remains for both the apply
chamber  and the vacuum chamber,  as shown  in figure  3.7. As the later portion of
the vacuum chamber plot shows, the flow from this chamber to the manifold is very
linear. One discrepancy that did arise  in the moving  tests was the tendency  for the
check valve to stick in the open position, allowing air to enter the booster  from the
manifold. This effect is currently  under  investigation.

3.4.3 Manifold  Dynamics

Figure  3.8 shows  the manifold  pressure  changes  during a step braking ma-
neuver initiated at 2 seconds  (at a speed of approximately  60 mph) and completed at
7 seconds. While  the manifold  pressure  seems to vary as a result of the braking,  the
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Engine Speed Variation During Braking Maneuver
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Figure 3.9: Engine Speed  Variation  During Braking

true source of this variation can be traced to the engine  speed, illustrated  in figure
3.9. Using the equations for manifold  dynamics in Section 3, the pressure evolution
was calculated  and appears  as the solid line in figure  3.8. Some  variation between the
actual and theoretical pressures  are due to pressure  variations across  the manifold
(which show up as ‘noise’ on the plot) and the fact that the nonlinear volumetric
efficiency was calculated  using a coarse  table look-up.  Nevertheless,  the nature  of the
engine speed  changes  (including the gear shift at approximately  7 seconds) shows  up
very clearly in the theoretical  calculation. Air flow from the booster  fails  to produce
any transients in manifold pressure above  those due to engine  speed and hence may
be safely  neglected.
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3.4.4 Steady-State  Pressure vs. Torque

To experimentally  verify the assertion that the steady-state brake torque
can be mapped to the brake pressure  as with a single equivalent brake, a battery  of
moving  tests was performed. The methodology of these tests consisted of reaching
a cruising speed of approximately  55 - 60 mph, shifting the car into neutral  and
applying a step pedal force. Once the transients  due to the hydraulic actuator and
the brake system lags decayed,  the average  brake pressure was measured. The brake
torque was found from a force balance of the car (Gillespie, [15]):

Ma = -Fb - F,, - Cav2 (3.19)

The vehicle velocity, w, and acceleration,  a, were  measured and used to calculate  the
braking force, Fb, given such parameters  as the vehicle mass, M, the rolling  resistance,
F TT, and the aerodynamic  drag coefficient, C,. Assuming  no slip at the wheels,  the
brake torque of the ‘single  brake’, Tb, is related to brake force by:

Fb = Tb - Jwe
rw

(3.20)

where J, and r, represent the wheel inertia  and radius, respectively.
The results of these tests are shown in figure 3.10. The repeatability of the

results was quite high and, furthermore,  the torque-pressure  curve approaches a fairly
linear relationship  with a nonzero  intercept.  Such a relationship compares favorably
with results obtained by Fisher, [II] from dynamometer  testing  of a vehicle equipped
with strain gages to measure brake torques. While only so much reliance can be
placed on a single  ‘constant’ measure of the gain from brake pressure to brake torque,
the general trend is quite clear from the experimental  data.

3.4.5 Dynamics  of Brakes and Brake Lines

Figure 3.11 shows both the strengths  and weaknesses  of the simplified  brake
line model. As is evident from the plot, the brake torque lags the brake pressure
(measured just  after the master cylinder) and furthermore  exhibits  first-order  filtering
effects in the transient  response.  The time delay at the beginning of the the plot can
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Brake Torque vs. Brake Pressure Map - Experimental and Linear Fit
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be accommodated  by an initial  dead zone in the brake torque gain, I<b(pb), suggested
by the nonzero  intercept  in figure 3.10.

The variations in brake torque and pressure  visible after the initial transients
have decayed result from serious  deformation of one of the vehicle’s brake drums,
perhaps caused by repeated  static testing. This deformation causes  a ‘loading’ effect
on the master  cylinder, the frequency of which varies according to the wheel  speed
of the car. Since the fluid flow characteristics  do not appear explicitly  in the model,
no mechanism  exists for modeling  such loading  or the slight back flow of fluid in the
master  cylinder that occurs upon release  of the brakes after 7 seconds.  While extreme
cases of deformation such as this are certainly  the exception  and not the rule, this
example does indicate  a limitation  of the brake system model.

3.5 Implications for Controller Design

The dynamic model  of the braking system presented above  suggests  several
implications  for the design of controllers. In phrasing these implications,  the con-
troller hardware is assumed  to consist of an actuator  attached to the brake pedal,
though many of these results apply to other actuation  schemes  as well.  The major
contributions  of this brake system model  with respect to control may be summarized
as follows.

l The dynamics of the vacuum  assist  unit have been simplified  by the exclusion
of the power piston inertia. This transforms the problem of controlling brake
pressure to one of controlling the flow of air in the booster  by careful positioning
of the pedal/pushrod  inertia.

l The pure time delay often associated with braking has been embodied in the
spring  pre-loads, lost travel in the booster and master  cylinder and the nonlinear
brake torque gain. The effects of these individual nonlinearities  on the stability
of a closed-loop  control scheme  may now be clearly observed.

l Since the dynamics of the air flow and compressibility  dominate the vacuum
assist, the coupling  of the booster with the engine  manifold has been presented.
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Because the manifold  dynamics depend  upon the engine  speed,  vehicle ma-
neuvers and brake dynamics are inter-related.  A model-based brake controller
must therefore either include the manifold  dynamics described above  or suitably
bound out these variations as disturbances.

l A simplified  model of brake lines and brakes, encapsulating  several uncertainties
and nonlinearities  in the brake torque gain has been demonstrated.  A robust
controller must therefore compensate  for the uncertainty  in this term. Robust-
ness with respect to major deformations in brake drums or discs, unfortunately,
is not easily verified  by this model,  since  the fluid flow does not appear explicitly.

Because  of the number of nonlinearities involved  with even a simplified  model
of brake dynamics,  a robust nonlinear control scheme such as sliding control seems
appropriate  in this application. This approach also allows  for easy incorporation  of
braking into the current multi-surface  longitudinal sliding controller (McMahon  et
al., [28]). The construction  of a such a controller, as well  as further  validation of the
dynamic model presented here, are current research goals.
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Chapter 4

String Stability

4.1 Introduction

Automatic Vehicle Following is a way to achieve  high traffic capacities  (see
Shladover, [35]. There are three important  aspects to automatic  vehicle following:

1. Individual  Stability of every  controlled vehicle in the platoon: From the safety
point of view, and hence, for a proper  functioning of the platoon, it is necessary
that every controlled vehicle follow  its preceding vehicle with a bounded spacing
error.

2. String  Stability of the platoon : Individual stability  of every controlled vehicle
does not guarantee the attenuation  of maximum spacing errors  from vehicle to
vehicle along the platoon. If string stability  is not assured, it is possible that
spacing errors  amplify  due to some lead vehicle maneuver and may result in a
collision  in the platoon. Hence, control algorithms should be designed  to ensure
string stability.

3. Zero Steady  State  Spacing Errors:  Usually,  the lead vehicle accelerates  and/or
decelerates  from a steady speed to possibly attain a different  steady speed.
These maneuvers take only a finite time. It is necessary that, after such lead
vehicle maneuvers, every  controlled vehicle maintain  the desired  spacing from
its predecessor. As a consequence of achieving this performance  objective,  safety
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and reliable traffic capacities  can be assured.  However,  performance  objective
(3) can be relaxed for simpler  implementation  at the expense of traffic capacity
and yet satisfy the other two performance objectives. Safety, in such a scheme,
is achieved if the steady state spacing  error  (in other words, the intervehicular
spacing) increases with increasing lead vehicle speed.

These aspects of vehicle following have been touched upon by Levine and
Athans, [27], Bender, [3], Sheikh 1 1o es am and Desoer, [33],  Hedrick and Swaroop,  [al]

and [39].  In this chapter,  we will present how communication  of information  like
relative  position of the controlled vehicle relative to the lead vehicle, lead vehicle
acceleration  and velocity, and preceding vehicle acceleration,  etc., affect the perfor-
mance of the platoon. Analysing control algorithms which use different  information,
serves  two purposes:

1.

2.

We can, by some metric,  determine the algorithms that perform better  than
others.  A natural  metric,  is the factor  with which the maximum spacing errors
of vehicles attenuate  with the vehicle index (ID) in the platoon. Naturally, the
smaller the numerical value of the factor,  the better.

If a sensor  fault is detected,  we could possibly reconfigure the platoon to a
different  control algorithm compatible with the available  sensor  information
and yet have a satisfactory  functioning of the platoon.

figure  4.1 illustrates  the definitions  of intervehicular  spacing. Let y be a
X ,v 4 X rv 4 X ,v 10 X ,v ,a

I I I 1 1 1 I-1 l-l I-1 I1 i

Figure 4.1: Distance  between Vehicles in a String

metric for string stability  (i.e. the maximum spacing error of the i-th vehicle is less
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than or equal to y times the maximum spacing error  of the i-1st vehicle).  For details
on obtaining  y, see Swaroop  et. al., [40]Mathematically,

(4-l)
where  E; is the spacing error of the i-th following vehicle. If y > 1, it is possible that
maximum  spacing errors  may amplify.  For string stability,  y 5 1. If y > 1, in order
to avoid collisions, we can do the following:

1. Increase  the intervehicular  spacing  from vehicle to vehicle by a factor of y (i.e.
the spacing that i-th vehicle maintains from its predecessor is y times the spacing
i-1st vehicle maintains  from its predecessor). In other words,

Li = YLi-1 (4.2)

2. Limit the size  of the platoons.

Since we are not altering the control effort, spacing errors  can amplify,  leading to
a high control effort  in the vehicles  at the tail of the platoon. Therefore,  limiting
the size  fo the platoons,  is a natural  consequence to avoid saturation.  However,  this
results in a reduction in traffic capacity.

For the sake of analysis  for string stability,  we will assume  the following  I/O
linearized vehicle model:

where  Z; is the position of the i-th vehicle relative to some fixed inertial  frame, ui is
the control effort. For details on I/O Linearization,  refer to Slotine and Li, [37] and
Isidori, [23]. Th e measurements that are available  for feedback for every controlled
vehicle are as follows:

1. Relative velocity and position from its predecessor.

2. Acceleration  of its predecessor.

3. Acceleration,  velocity of the lead vehicle.
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4. Acceleration  of the second  vehicle immediately  preceding it and the relative
velocity  and position of predecessor from its preceding vehicle.

Of course, not all the information  may be used, to simplify  implementation.

4.2 Constant Spacing Control Strategies

4.2.1 Autonomous  Control Strategy

In this section, we will consider  strategies where the desired  intervehicular
distance  does not change  with the speed of the controlled vehicle. Consider the
following  autonomous control law:

Ui = -kfjii - kpCi  + klii (44

where  the control gains k,, Ic,, Ici have to be chosen  to satisfy the performance  objec-
tives. Then,

.
i(s) = ;(s) =

-s - kl
s2 + (k, + h)s + Ic, (4.5)

i(s) = &(s, = hs + Ic,
s2 + (k, + kl)S + Ic, P-6)

For individual vehicle stability,  k, + ICI > 0, Ic, > 0. For zero steady state error due to
a finite time lead vehicle maneuver, Ici = 0. For string stability,  ICI # 0. Therefore,  an
autonomous control law cannot guarantee string stability  and zero steady state errors
at the same time. If we let the desired  spacing vary linearly with the controlled vehicle
speed  (thereby,  relaxing the zero steady state error  requirement),  we can guarantee
string stability.  This is the basis  for Autonomous Intelligent  Cruise Control (AICC)
developed  by Ioannou et. al., [22].

4.2.2 Semi-Autonomous  Control Strategy

Consider the following semi-autonomous ( every  controlled vehicle requires
its predecessor’s acceleration  ) control law :

u; = k,ii;-1 - k,Ei - kp&i + klvi WI



m =
(k, - 1)s - kl

s2 + (k, + h)s + Ic,

i(s) = his2 + k,s + r;,
s2 + (k + h)s + kp
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(4.8)

(4.9)
For zero steady state error, kl = 0. For individual vehicle stability, k, + kl > 0, kp >

0. For string stability, k, = 1 . It can be shown  that this control algorithm does

not possess  the robustness in string stability  due to signal  processing/computation
lags. figure  4.2 shows  the simulation plot of a 5-vehicle platoon without lead vehicle
information  and with a signal  processing lag of 50ms. The numbers in the plot denote
the corresponding following vehicle. It can be seen that the maximum spacing errors
increase  with the vehicle index.

4.2.3 Semi-Autonomous  Control with knowledge of vehicle

ID

Suppose that, in addition to preceding vehicle acceleration,  every controlled
vehicle knows its ID in the platoon ( no: of preceding vehicles in the platoon),  then
consider the following control law:

u; = k,tii-,  - k,igi - kpip;Ei (4.10)

i(s) = k,s2 + k0i-l S + kpi-1
S2 + k,is + Jcp;

(4.11)

Individual  stability  can be established by choosing k,,, kpi > 0. For string stability,
these control gains increase with the vehicle ID. As a consequence,  high control effort
may be required at the tail of the platoon. Therefore,  this scheme limits the size  of
the platoon and hence, the traffic capacity.

4.2.4 Control with lead vehicle information

Let us now consider a cooperative control architecture, where  every con-
trolled vehicle gets some lead vehicle information,  in addition to its preceding vehicle
acceleration  information.

Ui = k,,i_, - k,ti - kpci + klal - c,(?i - VI) - cp(Xi - 21 + Cj=,Lj) (4.12)
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i(s) = kd2 + Jw + Ic,
s2 + (h + G)S + Ic, + cp

(4.13)

With all the control gains chosen as positive numbers, it can be shown that this al-
gorithm satisfies control objectives (1) and (3). With proper choice of these control
gains, y can be made equal to & < 1 and hence, string stability can be assured. If,

P

the only lead vehicle information available to every controlled vehicle is acceleration,
then string stability cannot be ensured. However, the performance of the first con-
trolled vehicle can be improved, thereby, improving the performance of the platoon.
If lead vehicle velocity and acceleration information is available, then y can be made
less than unity, i.e. that the maximum spacing errors decrease geometrically with
vehicle ID. Also, the robustness in string stability to small signal processing lags can
be guaranteed. To implement the latter algorithm, every controlled vehicle needs its
position relative to the lead vehicle. This can be obtained in two different ways:

1. by numerically integrating the difference in broadcast lead vehicle’s velocity and
the controlled vehicle’s velocity.

2. by making every vehicle broadcast its position relative to the lead vehicle.

For implementation, 1) can be supplemented by 2). figure 4.3 is the simulation plot
with every controlled vehicle having the knowledge of lead vehicle velocity and accel-
eration information. A 5-vehicle platoon is simulated again, with a signal processing
lag of 50 ms. This control algorithm is currently employed for experimentation.

Consider the scenario when the lead vehicle communication system fails.
In such a case, we can make the first controlled vehicle broadcast its velocity and
acceleration information. If the platoon has a large number of vehicles , there is
a significant (pure) transport delay in transmitting the information from the lead
vehicle to the controlled vehicles at the tail of the platoon. Often, such delays can
degrade the performance. In such a case, a platoon can be broken into miniplatoons
of smaller sizes. The last controlled vehicle in the first miniplatoon becomes the
lead vehicle for the second miniplatoon and the last controlled vehicle in the second
miniplatoon becomes the lead vehicle for the third platoon and so on. This, however,
leads to a more complex communication system.
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4.2.5 Control with knowledge of two immediately  preceding

vehicle informat ion

Decentralized  controllers that require the information  of nearby vehicles are
easier to implement than the controllers that require lead vehicle information.  The
purpose of this section is to show that such schemes  lack robustness to string stability
and therefore,  cannot be used for platooning.

Consider the following alternative  control architecture, where  every con-
trolled vehicle has access to the information  of its two immediately  preceding vehicles,
i.e

ui = -k,i; - kpei + k,lci-l + klii;-2 - c,(ii - ii-2) - cp(xi - xi-2 + Li + Lie1) (4.14)

Then,

t?i(S) = k,s2 + k,s + kp
ii-l(S) +

kls2 + c,s + cp
s2 + (k, + c,)s + Ic, + cp 2 + (k, + c,)s + k, + cp 4--2(S) (4.15)

It can be shown that JJciIJ, 5 \IE~((~,  i.e. that the maximum spacing error of the

i-th following  vehicle is less than or equal to that of the first following  vehicle. This
is a weaker  version  of the string stability. This scheme, however,  lacks the robustness
to signal processing/computation  lags. These results hold even if every controlled
vehicle has information  of “9’ vehicles  ahead  where “9’ is a constant.

4.3 AICC

As mentioned earlier, string stability  can be assured  with the available on-
board information  if the desired  spacing  a controlled vehicle has to maintain  from its
predecessor,  varies  linearly with its speed.  Define  a new spacing error, Si, as

6; = xi - xi-1 + h,ii + Li (4.16)

. where  h, is the time headway. Then, the control law is :

-ii - XSi
Ui =

L
(4.17)
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where  X > 0. It can be shown that

i(s) = lh,s + 1 (4.18)

which  means that 11S;(I,  5 (\Si-il(m  f or all h, > 0. If the time headway  approaches
zero,  the spacing error  reduces to the spacing error  defined in the earlier section. From
the previous  section, we know that zero  steady state error and string stability cannot
be satisfied autonomously,  at the same time. Hence, there is an inherent limitation
on how small h, can be and this limits the traffic capacity  considerably. From the
control law, it is clear that the control effort  is inversely proportional  to the headway.

We can, however,  reduce the lower  bound on h,, if the preceding vehicle’s
acceleration  information  is available  for feedback. With perfect  estimation  of such an
information,  the improvement in performance can be seen in figure  4.4 and figure  4.5

Future  work will concentrate  on the effect  of spacing and velocity information
of the two immediately  preceding vehicles  on the string stability  of the platoon.
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Headway Conrrol with preceding vehicle acceleration information
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Chapter 5

Adaptive Control Algorithms

5.1 Introduction

High traffic capacities  demand  smaller intervehicular  spacing in a platoon
and hence,  there is a need for high performance  controllers. Such controllers should
ensure individual vehicle stability,  string stability  and zero steady state error, even
in the presence of parametric  uncertainty.  In this section, we present a Lyapunov-
based adaptive control algorithm to compensate for variations in aerodynamic  drag
coefficient,  vehicle mass  and rolling  resistance  friction.  Before  presenting the adaptive
control algorithm,  we estimate  the maximum variation in mass from its nominal value,
which  would still ensure  string stability. The analysis  in the earlier section is based
on the assumption that these parameters  are known exactly.

5.2 Effect of Parametric Uncertainty on Platoon

Performance

5.2.1 Effect of Uncertainty in the mass of the vehicle

For the sake of analysis, consider  the following simplified  vehicle model:

,i = 26; - (c&i” + f;)sgni;
Mi

(5.1)
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where  c; is the aerodynamic  drag coefficient, fi is the rolling  resistance  friction, Mi
is the effective mass  of the vehicle. Assuming  that ci, fi are known exactly,  but Mi is
not known exactly,  consider the following control law:

Ui = ll&Ui~~  + (CiZi;2  + f;)Sgni; (5.2)

where  uisl is the control associated with defining a sliding surface :

Si = ii + q1Ci + q3(ii - Icl) + q4(Xi - Xl + CjzgLj)

and Ui,l is chosen  to make  S; = -X+5’;.  Hence, ui,l is given by:

Therefore,  we obtain  the following transfer  function:

i(s) = Q (s + d(s + 3
1+  q3 s2 + a[(* + X)s + -1

(5.5)

where  (Y = 2. It can be shown that if ql,q3, q4, X are chosen  properly,  it is possibleE
to guarantee  individual stability,  zero steady state error and make y = & for
all CX:[LYI,~Y~],  where  CY~ < 1, a:h > 1. For q1 = 3,q3 = l,q4 = 1, X = 4, we have

QI = .9,oh = 1.166. The top plot of figure 5.1 depicts the simulation results for a
5-vehicle platoon. The nominal mass of the vehicle is 2200  kg, while the actual mass

of the car is 3300 kg. The aerodynamic drag and the rolling  resistance  values used in
the simulations are 40% less than their actual  values.

5.2.2 Effect of Uncertainty in the rolling resistance and

mass of the vehicle

With uncertainty  in the rolling  resistance  friction  and mass of the vehicle,

control effort  is given by

Ui = iQiUi,ql+  (CiLi; + fi)SgTZ(i;)

Hence,

F-6)

5-l
Zi(S) = L

(s + X>(s + 41)
i&l(S) +

p,
Mi-1

1+  43 s2 + o!((* + + + W) s2 + a((& + x>s + X(41+44)
(5.7)

1+43 >
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Therefore,

(5.8)
Hence, we can only guarantee bounded steady state errors  and they depend  on the
magnitude  of II& - &(jcu and /1&-//-.z z I

5.2.3 Effect of Uncertainty in aerodynamic  drag

With uncertainty  in all the parameters,

The maximum velocity, L, of the vehicle is bounded due to the saturation  of the
throttle.  Therefore,

(5.10)

To guarantee  the individual stability  of every vehicle in the platoon, we require,

a(Ql + q4 151
1+c13+wjp (5.11)

z

The last condition indicates  that higher  control gains (and hence, higher control
efforts) are required to establish  the individual stability  of every vehicle in the platoon.

If f; is not known exactly,  it leads  to non-zero  steady state errors. Integral
action  in the sliding surface can eliminate the steady state errors resulting due to
such a mismatch.  However,  in the presence of uncertainty  in the aerodynamic  drag
coefficient,  higher control is required to assure  the individual stability  of the vehicles
in the platoon. Adaptation  of these parameters  guarantees zero steady state errors.
With sufficient excitation (i.e. sufficiently frequency rich maneuver of the lead vehicle
- this means that if the change  and the frequency content in lead vehicle’s speed  is
high),  convergence of parameters  to their true values can also be guaranteed.
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5.3 Adaptation Laws:

The control law is :

so that

Si+XSi=
tiiUi,l + CiCif  + &

Mi

(5.12)

(5.13)

A gradient adaptive algorithm, (see  Sastry  and Bodson,  [38])  can be obtained  from
the following  Lyapunov function:

The adaptation  laws  are:

,T 1

.Mi = ---SiUi,l

Yl

(5.14)

(5.16)

(5.17)

(5.18)

With parameter  adaptation, we can guarantee that the spacing errors go

to zero asymptotically.  We can also  guarantee that the spacing errors  are uniformly
bounded whenever  the initial  spacing errors  and initial parameter  errors  are uniformly
bounded. Uniform boundedness of spacing  errors  means that all the spacing errors
are less than some constant  number. For collision  avoidance, the spacing errors

should be uniformly bounded by .5L, where L is the fixed intervehicular  distance
to be maintained.  Without parameter  adaptation  (specifically  for aerodynamic  drag
coefficient),  we cannot guarantee the uniform boundedness of spacing errors. figure  5.1
shows  the simulation results for a 5-vehicle platoon with and without parameter
adaptation.  With parameter  adaptation,  it can be seen that  the spacing errors  go
to zero asymptotically. Without  parameter  adaptation,  we can see that  there are

non-zero steady state errors. For the simulations, we have assumed that all the
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vehicles are identical  and also  that all the values of the parameters,  true and initial
estimates, are the same.  If this were  not true,  the steady state spacing errors  would
not have decreased with vehicle index, when there was no adaptation.  figure  5.2
shows  how the parametric  estimates  behave during adaptation.  We can see that the
inertia parameter  converges  quickly to within 10% of its true value. Since the velocity
of the lead vehicle changes  from 15-16 m/ s, it is too small a variation in velocity
to distinguish between the contribution  of aerodynamic  drag and rolling  resistance
friction.
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Adaptive control of a 5-vehicle platoon
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Figure 5.2: Parameter  estimates  during adaptation
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Lead Vehicle Velocity Profile
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Figure 5.3: Lead Vehicle Velocity Profile
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Chapter 6

Fault Tolerant Longitudinal

Control of Vehicle Platoons

Fault tolerant control refers  to control of systems with emphasis on minimiz-
ing performance  degradation in event  of faulty behavior of sensors, actuators  or other
system components. It involves  ascertaining  safe behavior of the system in emer-
gency situations. Fault tolerant control is increasingly becoming a priority in systems

that  demand high degree  of performance,  reliability  like aircraft  flight  control. Au-
tomated  vehicle systems are heavily dependent on sensor  measurements  like radar
spacing measurements,  vehicle speed measurements,  vehicle-vehicle  communication
etc. Hedrick and Garg [17] hs owed that faulty measurements or faulty throttle/brake
actuator performance  could deteriorate  the platooning performance  and may even
cause accidents.  Therefore,  it is imperative  to study issues  regarding the ability  of
the system to detect  faults early enough and if detected  whether there could be a
backup strategy,  even if suboptimal,  that would  ensure satisfactory  performance.

Our research focus  has been in general to develop fault detection  schemes
that can be applied  to general nonlinear systems. The dynamics of automated  high-
way systems (both lateral and longitudinal) is nonlinear in nature,  for example,  aero-
dynamic force is proportional to square  of velocity, table lookups  are used for nonlinear
engine maps  between engine  speed,  indicated torque,throttle  angle.
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6.1 Fault Detection

One of the facets of an efficient  Fault Tolerant control system is diagnosing
faults promptly  and identifying the faulty element. The subject  of Fault Detection
and Identification  has been studied extensively  especially in linear time invariant
dynamical  systems. Some  of the often used methods are : 1. Detection  filters 2.
Parity Space methods 3. Parameter  Identification  methods 4. Kalman  Filter  banks.

Parity space methods are open loop schemes  which look for changes in ana-
lytical relations between state variables  called  parity equations to detect  faults.  The
main disadvantage of this method is the fault residuals  (fault carrying information)
can be lost after a finite amount  of time. This could result in a missed  fault detecton.

Parameter identification  methods are difficult  to extend  to nonlinear systems
as nonlinear systems identification  is a difficult  task in itself.

Kalman  Filter banks are often used in linear systems for fault diagnostics
and their obvious  advantage is that the sensor  noise characteristics can be taken into
account  too. But, the extended Kalman filter version  which is used for nonlinear
systems is computationally  very intensive for large  systems as the filter gains are
computed online.

Detection filters are essentially observers  designed  such that the output resid-
uals, i.e. the difference  between the actual  output and the observer output vector,
exhibit directional  properties corresponding to the fault that has occured. Needless
to say,  that  the directionality  property exploited in detection  filters in linear systems
is not easily translated  to nonlinear systems. The problem of nonlinear systems fault
detection  is coupled  to the nonlinear observer  problem which is still in the rudimen-
tary stage in controls research. We show that in the case when all state information  is
available and the nonlinearity  is Lipschitz fault detection  filter can be designed.  We
have also shown that this can be directly applied  to the longitudinal  control problem,
see Garg and Hedrick [13].
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6.2 Detection Filter Design

The detection  filter designed  for the longitudinal  control problem is essen-
tially  a Luenberger  observer with the following simplification.

l Torque converter dynamics is neglected.

The most important  property of the filter is to estimate  states  accurately
in absence of faults and to indicate  faults by exhibiting  directional  growth  of output
residuals in presence of faults.  The filter gain is chosen  high enough  to counteract
the nonlinearity  and thereby  force the error dynamics (error between actaul  states
and estimator  states) to behave linearly,  in order  to extend the theory of detection
filters developed  for linear systems. It turns out that even with high estimator  gain,
for general Lipschitz nonlinear systems, all states  need to be measurable,  which is
often too much to ask for. High gain estimators  result in lower  steady state values of
the residuals. Therefore,  the choice of the filter gain has to be a compromise. High
estimator  gain has another disadvantage  namely noise  in sensor  measurement  would
get amplified, therefore,  sensor  measurements should be filtered of its high frequency

components  before being used.
When all states  are not measurable,  banks of system observers can be used

such that each observer is independent of one measurement and therefore  if that mea-
surement is faulty, the corresponding observer will not be faulty whereas  all other ob-
servers  would  be faulty. Though this seems to be a reliable method of fault detection,
the underlying assumption is that the system be observable from all combinations  of
measurements  after leaving one out. Moreover,  this methodology is computationally
intensive  because the number of observers  required is equal to the number of measure-
ments and in any system with many states, this would  be problem. Detection filters
on the other hand, are capable of detecting  many faults with one filter. Therefore,
fault detection  would  be possible  and in addition, an estimate  of the faulty  measure-
ment would be available  for control purposes. In this paper the fault detection  is
capable of detecting  only one fault at a time. To detect  simultaneous faults more
redundancy  would  be necessary.
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6.3 Sensor Fault Detection

List of sensors  used in longitudinal control :

l Engine speed sensor

l Vehicle wheel  speed sensor

l Radar/Sonar

l Intake  Manifold pressure  sensor

l Throttle  angle  sensor

l Brake pressure sensor

l Accelerometer

Since engine  speed,  vehicle speed,  inter-vehicle  spacing, brake torque (di-
rectly related  to brake pressure),  mass air flow rate (related  to manifold pressure)
are states in the system we can formulate our problem such that these sensor  mea-
surements are directly under  surveillance through the detection  filter. In addition,
the redundancy  in the vehicle dynamic system can be exploited.  Examples  of the
redundancy  present are :

l Direct  relation between engine  speed and wheel speed at high gear  positions.

l Inter-vehicle  spacing  is available  from the radar/sensor and can be estimated
by inter-vehicle  communication  too.

6.4 Actuator Faults

Throttle  actuator and brake actuator  faults are considered in this study.
Actuator faults are modeled  similar  to sensor  faults in detection  filter design,  see
Garg and Hedrick [13].
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6.4.1 Throttle Actuator Fault

An issue  that arises  immediately  is how to differentiate  between faults in
sensors  and actuators, since the number of residuals  available  is equal to the number
of the sensors.  From the longitudinal dynamics context, if the residual corresponding
to the engine  speed starts growing, the cause  could be either the engine  speed sensor  or
the throttle  actuator malfunctioning  (aasuming the intake manifold dynamics are fast
compared to the rest of vehicle dynamics).  This problem can be obviated by checking
the throttle  angle  measurement from the throttle  angle sensor.  If the desired  throttle
angle  is significantly  different  from the throttle  angle sensor  measurement  and the
engine speed  residual is growing then it can be concluded that the throttle  actuator
is malfunctioning  and if the throttle  angle sensor  shows a value tracking  the desired
throttle  angle  then the engine  speed sensor  is faulty.  If the discrepancy between the
throttle  angle  sensor  measurement and the desired  value is significant but the engine
speed  residual is not, then the conclusion would  be the throttle  angle  sensor  is playing
tricks.

6.4.2 Brake Actuator Fault

Brake actuator faults can be detected  similar  to throttle  actuator detection.

The corresponding residual is the brake torque state in the longitudinal  dynamic
model. Brake actuator fault can be concluded if the brake torque residual is high
and the difference between the brake pressure  measurement and the desired  brake
pressure is significant.

6.5 Signal Reconstruction

Since faulty information  can destabilize the closed loop system tracking  it
is necessary  to regenerate  lost information  by some means. In this section,  we show
how in event of sensor  faults,  the state information  can be reconstructed.
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6.5.1 Engine Speed Sensor Failure

Alternative  ways  to estimate  engine  speed in event of the engine  speed sensor
failure are:

l Use intake  manifold dynamics and engine  maps available  as table lookup. Man-
ifold pressure sensor,  and throttle  angle  sensor  measurements  can be used to
estimate the engine  speed.

l Assuming locked  torque converter,  the engine  speed is related to the wheel  speed
by a known constant  factor,  which depends  on the transmission ratio.

l An observer can be constructed  using other measurements  like wheel  speed,
mass air flow rate, radar/sonar. This method relies  on the observability  of
engine speed from other measurements.
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6.5.2 Wheel Speed Sensor  Failure

l Wheel  speeds  of the front and rear wheels are available, either could be used,
thereby  giving some redundancy.

l Engine  speed  multiplied by a factor.

6.5.3 Radar/Sonar  Failure

Alternative  measurements are:

l Inter-vehicle  communication  can be utilized to reconstruct  spacing informa-
tion between vehicles when radar/sonar measurements  are not available. Since
speed of the previous  vehicle is communicated  back and the estimate of own
vehicle’s speed is available  using the observer, the relative speed can be calcu-
lated.  Therefore,  the closing  rate is known and can be integrated  in intervals
to find the range.

6.5.4 Manifold  Pressure Sensor  Failure

l Engine speed sensor  and throttle  angle sensor  can be used to estimate the
manifold pressure, when the manifold  pressure sensor  has failed.

l It has been shown that considering manifold  dynamics is not critical for longi-
tudinal  control as manifold  dynamics is much faster than the rest of the vehicle
longitudinal  system. Therefore,  loss of the manifold pressure may not be an

emergency issue.

6.6 Safety Measures for Actuator Faults

6.6.1 Throttle Actuator Fault

The following are some of the options  available  in the event of a throttle
actuator failure to prevent a disaster.
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l Equip each vehicle with a redundant throttle  actuator which can be used when
the regular one has failed.  Startup  for the replacement  actuator will not be a
problem because the throttle  actuator  speed of 400 degrees/set. is fast enough
to catch up to any reasonable desired  speed requirement.  The mechanism  of
the switch needs  to be worked out.

l A possibility  could be to use the brake actuator  to slow the vehicle down and
essentially  designate the vehicle in question as the lead vehicle temporarily,  for
the rest of the platoon. After ascertaining  a safe speed,  the cruise control in the
vehicle could be activated  to cruise  at that speed,  and the platoon tracks  a lower
speed  until  the ‘sick’ vehicle is able  to exit the automated  lane with manual
control. It is assumed  that the cruise  control is independent  of the throttle
actuator function.  Obviously,  an alarm should be sounded  to all vehicles in the
platoon about the state of the vehicle in question, promptly.
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6.6.2 Brake Actuator Fault

l A redundant brake actuator  is recommended to avoid emergency situations
under a brake actuator  failure. An issue  to be looked  into, with a redundant
brake actuator, is the time lag associated  with the brake dynamics,  which will
result in delay in the new brake being effective promptly.

6.7 Experimental Results

6.7.1 Single Vehicle Speed Tracking

Single vehicle speed tracking tests were  done in Sacramento  and various
sensor  faults were  simulated at freeway  speeds. The faults simulated were  fault in
vehicle speed sensor, engine  speed fault and throttle  actuator  fault.

Experimental results for the case of the vehicle speed sensor  failure are shown
in Figures 1 and 2. To simulate the vehicle speed sensor  fault the control algorithm
was given a faulty vehicle speed measurement which was one and a half times the
actual measurement  after 10 seconds  of steady operation. The vehicle started slowing
down since the vehicle controller thought that the vehicle is going too fast and so tried
to slow it down.  The fault was detected  in the vehicle speed residual immediately.
After  detecting  the fault,  the vehicle speed was reconstructed  using the engine  speed
measurement.  The tracking error  is satisfactory  after reconstruction  as seen in Figure
2 .  The vehicle speed  sensor  had to be filtered since it was noisy.

6.8 Conclusions

The problem of fault detection  and signal  reconstruction  for various  sensors
used in the longitudinal  control system of the vehicle has been addressed. Experi-
mental  verification  for the vehicle speed sensor  failure and information  reconstruction
was done. Throttle  and brake actuator  faults are being studied too with an aim to
develop  some backup plan for emergency situations.
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6.9 Future W o r k

l Experimental verification of throttle  and brake actuator fault detection.

l Quantitative evaluation of the fault detection  system developed  in terms of false
alarms/sensitivity  issues.

l Improvement  in fault detection  methodology for general nonlinear systems. For-
malization  of fault tolerance in systems will be attempted because  fault tolerant
control strategies  used in research so far have been largely adhoc.
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Chapter 7

Experimental Platoon

Development

7.1 Introduction

This chapter  evaluates the performance of several spacing control laws de-
veloped  for the longitudinal  control of a platoon of vehicles. Of principal concern is to
determine  how controller model fidelity/complexity  affects the stability of individual
vehicle in a platoon. To meet this objective a two part analysis was adopted. Firstly,
the performance  of each controller is evaluated on an individual basis. Implementa-
tion on an actual  system can be markedly different  than as predicted by a simulation
model. Secondly, the comparative  performance of the controllers were  studied. Since
the controllers are all model-based, ideal performance  occurs when the controller is
implemented  on the exact  system from which it was designed.  The criticality of the
mismatches  between controller model  and vehicle system will be examined through
comparative  performance  studies.

A brief overview  of the simplified  model  from which all controllers are based
is presented  in section 7 . 1  Since the vehicle model is nonlinear we employ  the tech-
niques of sliding control for control design. The structure  of three longitudinal  con-
trollers of interest  are given along with their corresponding modeling assumptions.
An outline of the structure  of the Experimental Platoon  Control System  (EPCS) is
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given in section 7.2. The major hardware  components of the EPCS are discussed.
Details  of the operating environment and software  used to run/coordinate  the EPCS
hardware are elaborated  upon in section 7.3. Experimental test results for a two car
platoon are given in section 7.4. Tracking profiles  and performance  criteria for eval-
uating controller performance  are specified.  The chapter concludes with a summary
of performance  of the three control designs.

7.2 Longitudinal Control Designs

7.2.1 Baseline  Control Model

The simplified  model  on which the control laws  summarized in this chapter
are based was presented in chapter 4. The model  consisted of four states:

1. ma , mass air in the intake manifold

2. we,  engine  speed

3. wt, turbine  speed

4. Tb, brake torque applied  to wheels.

Under certain  assumptions about the state of the vehicle the above  model can be
further  simplified  for control design purposes.  Since throttle  control algorithms were
only being evaluated, the state associated  with the brake dynamics will be dropped
from further  discussion.  For a more  complete control design incorporating  this state
see Hedrick et. al., [18] and [19].

7.2.2 Control Design

This section briefly outlines the structure  for the sliding controllers that
were evaluated experimentally.  We present the control designs in order  of increasing
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complexity.

Controller A

Controller A is based upon a single state reduced order  model.  In this
development we make the following assumptions about the dynamics of the model
presented in section 2.1:

1. manifold dynamics are negligible

2. the torque converter is locked.

The remaining state equation is therefore:

where J,* is the effective engine  inertia  and T lOad is the effective load on the engine
under assumptions 1 & 2. Tnet, the net engine  torque is a direct function  of the
throttle  angle  o. For exact  expressions for these quantities  see Hedrick et. al., [19].

Following  the sliding control formulation adopted by Hedrick et. al., [18]  we
define  a scalar error surface:

SIi  = ‘& + 41 Ei + @(vi - ulead) (7.2)

Differentiating  the above  equation and utilizing the state equation for engine  dynamics
we define  the desired  net engine  torque,

Tnet,des  -- J:&,des  + R;hFf,t,t,l  + C,R;3h3w,3 (7.3)

where

;d
ai-l - qlii - Xsli + alead

e, e s  =
(1 + q,)R;h

(7.4

The throttle  angle  can be simply  determined by inverting the closed  form expression
for net engine torque or via a table look up procedure

a&s = f cn- I( Tnet,des , We) (7.5)
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Controller B

We relax assumption (1) of the previous  design allowing for the inclusion of
intake  manifold dynamics. The resulting reduced order  dynamics are therefore:

ti, = MAX PR+-)TC(a) - wvoz(ma,we)mawe (7.6)
atm

J,*b, = Tnet (we, ma> - zoad (7.7)
where J,* and Tload  are identical  to those given for Controller A.

Given the increased complexity  of the system we use the multiple sliding
surface technique  (see  Hedrick  et. al., [ 181, Green and Hedrick [16]).  The first surface
is identical to that  of Controller A. However,  from the desired  net torque we calculate
a desired  mass of air in the intake manifold.  A unique value is guaranteed for a
particular value of net engine  torque and engine  speed. This value can be determined
either  from a functional  inversion  or a table search procedure. Given a desired  mass
air we define:

(7.8)

Following  the sliding surface approach we ultimately  define a desired  throttle  charac-
teristic as:

TCi,des(Wes)  = (hao + ‘&,des  - X2S2;)/(MAX  PRI(F)
atm

(7-g)

The desired  throttle  angle  is readily determined from a inversion  of the desired  throttle
characteristic.

Controller C

Utilizing the full state model  again  adds an additional level of complexity  to
the control structure.  The first surface is identical  to that of the previous  two designs.
However,  from the desired  net torque we define a desired  transmission  turbine  torque,
T turb,des  as:

T turb,des -- J;&,des + R; hFf ,totaz + C, R;” h3w,3 (7.10)
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where

&,des =
ai-  - 416;  - Asi + alead

(1 + uz)R;h

and Jc is the effective turbine  inertia.  Using the dynamic relationships  for the torque
converter  or a table search procedure a desired  engine  speed is determined.  We now
define  an error surface as:

St% = We - We,des (7.12)

Differentiating  this equation and following the sliding formulation we can define  de-
sired net engine torque as:r

Tnet,des  -- Tpump (We,Wt) + Jz(be,des - X3Ssi) (7.13)

The rest of the control design is identical  to that of the previous  case from this point
on. A final surface is defined as:

SZi = ma - %,des (7.14)

and ultimately,

ades = TC-l(TCdes) (7.15)

7.3 Experimental Platoon Control System (EPCS)

A schematic  diagram  of the Experimental Platoon Control System (EPCS)
is shown in figure  7.1. The EPCS is composed  of the following hardware  components:

l Test Vehicle(s)

l 486 based personal computers

l Vehicle Sensors
‘Note that the effective engine  inertia  J,* used in equation 7-13 is NOT the same as in equations

7-1,7.
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l Throttle  actuator

l Brake Actuator

l Differential  vehicle position sensors  (Sonar)

l Digital  radio  transceivers  and communication  interface  boards

l Data acquisition  boards

l Data storage systems.

The test vehicles are 1990 Ford Lincoln Town Cars equipped with 5.0 liter
V-8 electronically  fuel injected (EFI) engines.  Exact  vehicle parameters  are given in
Hedrick et. al., [19].

The standard  vehicle sensors  have been supplemented with additional  sen-
sors for control  purposes. Engine variables such as the manifold pressure, manifold
temperature, mass  air flow (through throttle  body), the engine  speed, and the throt-
tle angle  are available  as sensor  inputs to the Electronic Control Module (ECM).
The manifold pressure is a product sensor  mounted in the intake  manifold. The
temperature sensor  consists of a resistor whose resistance  varies  as a function  of tem-
perature.  A nominal value however  is used for longitudinal  control purposes. Mass
air flow rates out of the intake manifold  are determined via a hot wire anemometer
mounted in the intake manifold.  Engine speed is calculated  using a Hall  Effect  sensor
(Magnetic  Pickup)  mounted on the engine  flywheel.  The magnetic  pickup generates
4 pulses/revolution of the flywheel.  There is no post-processing  the signal from the
engine  speed  sensor.  The throttle  plate position is determined using a potentiometer.

Powertrain  measurements downstream from the engine  consists of the trans-
mission gear  state, pump speed,  transmission speed,  wheel speed,  vehicle speed, vehi-
cle acceleration,  and the brake line and actuator  supply pressures. The transmission
gear state is determined automatically  from engine  speed and the throttle  position.
The technique  cannot however  differentiate between first and second  gear  states.  The
pump and turbine  speeds are determined directly from the engine  and wheel  speeds
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respectively.  Hall  effect sensors  mounted on the rear wheels provide  wheel  speed  mea-
surements.  The magnetic  pickup generates 50 pulses/revolution and passes  a divide
by 10 counter to get the appropriate frequency range. The number of pulses  per
rotation does not permit accurate  wheel speed measurements  below 1.8 m/s. The
vehicle velocity is calculated  from the wheel speed sensor  on some cars and a Hall
effect sensor  on the transmission for other models.  Therefore  the velocity measure-
ment is not a true velocity measurement. Vehicle acceleration  is measured via a
single  axis accelerometer  mounted on the floor of the passenger compartment.  The
sensor  is capable of measuring accelerations  between +/ - 1 g. However,  since the
accelerometer  is single axis vertical  motion of the vehicle can degrade  the accuracy
of the measurement.  Standard  Pressure sensors  have been installed  in the actuator
pressure lines  and the brake lines to provide  those measurements.  The brake actuator
and line sensors  have limits of 500 psi and 3000 psi respectively.

The throttle  plate is controlled by a stepper motor with a maximum speed
of 900 steps/set  and a step size  of 0.9 degrees/step.  A feedback control unit has been
added  to the stepper motor configuration to ensure  desired  positioning.

The brake line pressure  is controlled via a undirectional  (push only) hy-
draulic actuator which acts directly on the brake pedal via a linkage  system , see
Gerdes et. al., [14].  Springs  ensure  pedal return  during periods  of decreased desired
braking pressures.

Differential  vehicle information was available  using a sonar  system mounted
at the center of the front grills of the vehicles. The sonar  system was capable of deter-
mining range (i.e. inter-vehicle  spacing) measurements.  Closing  rate measurements
were  not available using this technology.  Soon to be available  are a radar system and
an optical  triangulation  system. The radar system will provide  range, closing  rate,
and absolute vehicle speed.  The optical  system produced by the Qualimatrix  Corp.
is expected to provide  range and lateral  position.

Communication  between vehicles  is performed using a radio  link through
spread-spectrum  digital transceivers.  Each of the transceivers  is controlled by a com-
munication  interface  board installed in the on board computer.  Radio communication
is accomplished via two cellular phone  type coaxial antennas.  The preceding vehicle
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transmits its time clock, vehicle speed and acceleration  to the following  vehicle.
All measurements  are input to a National Instruments  AT-MIO-16 data

acquisition  board. The signals  are first conditioned by a PATH interface  board before
passing to the AT-MIO-16. Signal outputs form the data acquisition  board are then
processed by the platoon control software. Data storage is controlled by the platoon
control software.

The EPCS uses the sliding control algorithms described in section 7.1. In
the two car platoon,  the controller in the following car uses a maximum of eleven  mea-
surements in addition to the measurements transmitted from the preceding vehicle.
The actuation signals  calculated  by the algorithm command the throttle  and brake
actuators via the data acquisition  board. During these tests only throttle  control was

t I

PROXIM PERSONAL
DIGITAL COMMUNICATION

INTERFACEDAn,A ----- (--)MD,  ITCD

DATA

CONTROLLER

ST0 RAGE

SENSORS
Engine Speed.  We
Pump Speed. up-
MCJSS Air Flow. m-0Intake Manifold Press.P,
Intake Manifold Temp.T,
Throttle  Angle. o(
Transmission Gear
Wheel Speed. W,

Vehicle Speed. Vi
Turbine S.,,eed.  W’*

Vehicle Acceleration.  A i
Broke Line Pressure.  PL
Broke Actuator

Pressure. P*

ACTUATORS:
ERAKE.THROTTLE I

SONAR RANGE SYSTEM

Figure 7.1: Overall System Configuration
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7.4 EPCS Software and Operating Environment

The Experimental Platoon Control System (EPCS) software is a modified
version of the Computerized Engine Control (CEC) software package developed by
Seibum Choi for the Vehicle Dynamics Laboratory at Berkeley, see Choi and Hedrick,
[7]. T h e  E P C S software utilizes the XIGNAL real time control software for time
management. The software consists of C-programs with some standard C-graphics

functions running on an MS-DOS platform. Currently the EPCS software is running a
20 msec sampling interval with all control calculations being completed in 1 msec and
19 msec idle time. The XIGNAL software is actually capable of sampling intervals of
lmsec. Therefore EPSC sampling intervals may be pushed as low as 2-5 msec.

The EPCS software is a menu-driven package composed of three screens.
The first screen allows for specification of system inputs and outputs as well as display
options via simple cursor movements and alphanumeric inputs. The results of the
selected display items are displayed on the second screen. Up to eight sets of data
can be displayed on a total of four windows. The display output can also be displayed

in real time on the third screen, both numerically and graphically.
The system inputs specified on the first screen consist of control gains, con-

trol time step, program run time, data acquisition time step, tracking profile inputs
(single car tests only), defining single/multiple car variable and file names, outputs
to be display on screens 2 and 3, and outputs to be stored on the hard drive. All
data storage to the hard drive is executed only after program completion.

The EPCS software is a sequential program executing the following tasks:

l Data Acquisition

0 Control Calculation

0 Control Signal Output

l Graphic display

l Data Storage.
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Data storage and graphic display  are turned off during  program execution

to increase  program speed.  Since the sonar  device used for range measurements  is a
stand alone  system its output is input directly  to the data acquisition  board (via the
PATH interface board).  No post-processing  of the sonar  signal  in software  is required
thus also permitting increased program  speed. Although not explicitly  equipped with
error checking tasks/routines  the ECPS permits diagnostic analysis via real time
monitoring  of displayed  outputs.

7.5 EPCS Experimental Results

Since the principal  objective of this study was to evaluate the level of com-
plexity  of model based controllers necessary for acceptable performance  we chose
to use a single  vehicle. The preceding vehicle information  was generated  from a
mathematical  profile  implemented in software.  This allows  for removal  of additional
variables that  could affect  controller performance.

For this study we adopted qualitative  as well  as quantitative performance
criterion. Acceleration  and velocity of the trailing vehicle were  required to track
smoothly  and with zero steady state error. This smoothness requirement  is moti-
vated by the fact that the vehicle may track the desired profile  accurately  but violate
acceleration  and jerk limits. This requirement can therefore be quantified in terms of
maximum acceleration  and jerk. The position tracking criteria  is to minimize position
tracking  error. This is motivated primarily from a platoon safety perspective.

The experimental  testing  was conducted at the California Highway Patrol
Academy in Sacramento,  CA. The straight portions of the test track were  used for
testing in order  to remove  potential  coupling  effects between lateral and longitudinal
dynamics.  The tests were  partitioned  into low speed and high speed maneuvers. The
marked difference between the maneuvers was designed  to expose regions  of critical
differences in controller performance.
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7.5.1 Low Speed Tests

At the beginning of each test sequence the vehicle was accelerated  under
manual control to the desired  initial velocity. At this point the vehicle w a s  switched
to automatic  longitudinal  control while the lateral dynamics remained under driver
control. The first 5 seconds  of the desired  profile  maintained  the constant  initial
velocity. This design attempts to remove  the effects of different  initial conditions on
the evaluation of controller performance.  After this initial phase the (‘lead” vehicle
executed  a O.lHz sinusoidal  velocity profile.

The control gains for the primary surface for all three controllers were iden-
tical during all tests (q1 = 5.65, q2 = 1.0, X r = 0.4). Similarly, Controller  B and
C had identical  control gains for the manifold dynamics error  surface (X, = 40).
Figures 7.2 to 7.16 show the tracking for the O.lHz sinusoidal  maneuver. Velocity
and acceleration  tracking  performance  was improved  by the inclusion of manifold
dynamics into the control design. Figures 7.3, 7.4, 7.7 and 7.8 illustrate the effect
of increasing  the gain of the manifold  dynamics surface on velocity and acceleration
following.  The improvement in velocity and acceleration  tracking  was accompanied
by a small increase  in the jerk levels.  The effect  of an increase  in A2 is also evident
in the improved tracking of the second  surface variables  (see  Figures 7.10 and 7.11).
Inaccurate  tracking  during low values of mass air (small manifold pressures) was due
to lower  physical saturation  limits of the mass  air. The inclusion of torque converter
dynamics into the control design (Controller  C) offered no appreciable  improvement
in performance.

7.5.2 High Speed Tests

The tests at high speed were  subdivided into two types: (1) constant  velocity
and (2) acceleration  maneuvers. Several different  desired  trajectories  were  designed
for the acceleration  maneuvers. The functional  form of the desired  velocity  and
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Case A V(m/.s) f(Hz) w = 2rf amaz(m/s2)
1 0.4 0.2 1.26 0.5
2 1.6 0.1 0.62 1.0
3 0.8 0.2 1.26 1.0

Table 7.1: Velocity  and Acceleration  desired  profile  parameters

acceleration  profiles,  respectively,  were:

1

v, o<t<5
v= v, + LW(l - cos(w(t - 5)) 5 < t< 5+.5f

T/,+2QV t > 5+.5f

1

0
A =

5+0.5f  5 t; t < 5

wAVsin(w(t - 5))  5<t<5+0.5f

where  the various  values for f, w, and LIT/  are given in the table below: Note, as was
the case for the low speed tests, a constant  cruising initial time interval  of 5 seconds
was adopted. Only Controllers A & B were  evaluated during these tests. The torque
converter  is physically locked at these velocities and consequently Controller C reduces
to Controller B in these cases.

The control gains for the primary surface for the controller were  identical
during  all tests (41 = 5.65,  q2 = 1.0, X1 = 0.4). Tracking results for a desired
constant  cruising velocityof  24 m/s are shown in figure 7.17 to figure  7.24. Excluding
the manifold dynamics from the controller design (Controller  A) resulted in small
oscillations  about the desired  velocity (figure  7.17) and the desired  acceleration  (figure
7.19). Controller B eliminated such oscillations (figures  7.18 & 7.20). The spacing
errors for both controllers were  excellent with steady state errors of less than 6 cm.

Controller B demonstrated  superior  performance over Controller A for the
first acceleration  maneuver (a,,, = 0.5 m/s, f = 0.2 Hz). The oscillations about the
steady state values indicative  of controller A were  again  eliminated  by Controller B.
The vehicle acceleration  was notably  more  smoothe and accurate  for latter  control
design.  (compare figures 7.27 & 7.28).

Results  of subjecting the vehicle to a more  harsh maneuver (Case 2: amaz =

1.0 m/s,f = 0.1 Hz) are shown in figures 7.33 to 7.38. Figures 7.33 and 7.35
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reveal that velocity and acceleration  tracking was slightly smoother for the simpler
control structure, Controller A. Controller B exhibited  a significant lag in tracking
the desired  mass  air (figure  7.30, t = 7 set) resulting in a corresponding overshoot
in velocity  tracking.  This overshoot  phenomenon is more  apparent during  the third
acceleration  maneuver (Case 3: amaa = 1.0 m/s,f = 0.2 Hz, figures  7.40 to 7.47).
The closed  loop pole for the mass air error surface was not chosen  sufficiently fast
(X2 = 30). The p er ormance improvements resulting from increasing this gain wasf
demonstrated  during the low speed tests. This pole should also be at least  as fast as
the corresponding open loop pole(s).  Controller B again  demonstrated  quicker, less
oscillatory  of steady state values.  Excluding  initial  condition effects, transitional  and
steady state  position errors  of 20 cm and 5 cm, respectively,  were  achieved during
Case 2 (figure  7.30). Although Controller B performance for case 3 was not as good
as that of Controller A, a peak velocity overshoot  of 0.5 mph is still tolerable.
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Figure 7.2: Vehicle velocity tracking - Controller A (XI = 0.4)
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Figure  7.3: Vehicle velocity tracking - Controller B (A1 = 0.4, X2 = 30)
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Figure 7.4: Vehicle velocity tracking - Controller B (Xl = 0.4, X2 = 40)
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Figure  7.5: Vehicle velocity tracking - Controller C (Xl = 0.4, X2 = 40, X3 = 4)
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Figure  7.6: Vehicle acceleration  tracking  - Controller A (XI = 0.4)
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Figure  7.7: Vehicle acceleration  tracking - Controller B (XI = 0.4, X2 = 30)
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Figure  7.8: Vehicle acceleration  tracking - Controller B (Xl = 0.4, X2 = 40)
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Figure  7.9: Vehicle acceleration  trackine  - Controller C (XI = 0.4, X2 = 0.4, X3 = 4)
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Figure  7.10: Mass  air tracking - Controller B (XI = 0.4, Aa = 30)
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Figure  7.11: Mass  air tracking - Controller B (Xl = 0.4, X2 = 40)
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Figure 7.12: Mass  air tracking  - Controller C (XI = 0.4, X2 = 40, X3 = 4)
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Figure 7.13: Throttle  control signal  tracking - Controller A (XI = 0.4)
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Figure  7.14: Throttle  control signal  tracking - Controller B (A, = 0.4, X2 = 30)
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Figure  7.15: Throttle  control signal  tracking - Controller B (XI = 0.4, X2 = 40)
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Figure  7.16: Throttle  control signal  tracking - Controller C (A, = 0.4, X2 = 40,X3 = 4)
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Figure 7.17: Constant  velocity maneuver: Vehicle velocity tracking  - Controller A
(A, = 0.4)
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Figure  7.18: Constant  velocity maneuver: Vehicle velocity tracking  - Controller B
(A, = 0.4, x2 = 30)
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Figure  7.19: Constant  velocity maneuver: Vehicle acceleration  tracking  - Controller
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Figure  7.20: Constant  velocity maneuver: Vehicle acceleration  tracking  - Controller

B (X, = 0.4, X2 = 30)
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Figure  7.21: Constant  velocity maneuver: Mass  air tracking - Controller B (XI =

0.4, x2 = 30)
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Figure  7.22: Constant  velocity maneuver: Mass  air tracking  - Controllers A & B
(A, = 0.4, x2 = 30)
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Figure  7.23: Constant  velocity maneuver: Throttle  control signal  tracking  - Controller

A (X, = 0.4)
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Figure  7.24: Constant  velocity maneuver: Throttle  control signal  tracking  - Controller
B (X, = 0.4, X:! = 30)
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Figure  7.25: Acceleration  maneuver: Vehicle velocity tracking  - Controller A (XI =
0.4, a - 0.5m/s,  f = 0.2Hz)maz -
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Figure  7.26: Constant  velocity maneuver: Vehicle velocity tracking  - Controller B
(A, = 0.4, x2 = 30, amaz = 0.5+, f = 0.2Hz)
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Figure  7.28: Acceleration  maneuver: Vehicle acceleration  tracking  - Controller B
(A, = 0.4, A:! = 30, amax = 0.5m/s,  f = 0.2Hz)
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Figure  7.29: Acceleration  maneuver: Mass  air tracking  - Controller B (XI = 0.4, Xz =

30, (&mxc  = 0.5m/s, f = 0.2Hz)
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Figure  7.30: Acceleration  maneuver: Spacing error  - Controllers A & B (XI =
0.4, x2 = 30, amaz = 0.5+, f = 0.2Hz)
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Figure  7.31: Acceleration  maneuver: Throttle  control signal  tracking  - Controller B
(A, = 0.4, umaz = 0.5m/s, f = 0.2Hz)
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Figure 7.32: Acceleration  maneuver: Throttle  control signal  tracking  - Controller B
(A, = 0.4, x2 = 30, amaz = 0.5m/s,  f = 0.2Hz)
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Figure  7.33: Acceleration  maneuver: Vehicle velocity tracking  - Controller A ( X1 =
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Figure  7.34: Acceleration  maneuver: Vehicle velocity tracking  - Controller B ( X1 =
0.4, A:! = 30, amaz = lm/s, f = O.lHz)
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Figure  7.35: Acceleration  maneuver: Vehicle acceleration  tracking  - Controller A (
A’ = 0.4, amaz = lm/s, f = O.lH.2)
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Figure  7.36: Acceleration  maneuver: Vehicle acceleration  tracking  - Controller B (

A’ = 0.4, x2 = 30, amaz = lm/s, f = O.lHz)
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Figure  7.37: Acceleration  maneuver: Mass  air tracking - Controller B (XI = 0.4, X2 =
30, a - h/s, f = O.lHz)maz -
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Figure  7.38: Acceleration  maneuver: Spacing error - Controllers A & B ( X1 =
0.4, x2 = 30, amaz h/s, f = O.lHz)
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Figure  7.39: Acceleration  maneuver: Throttle  control signal  tracking  - Controller A
(A, = 0.4, amaz = h/s, f = O.lHz)
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Figure  7.40: Acceleration  maneuver: Throttle  control signal  tracking  - Controller B
(A, = 0.4, x2 = 30, a - muz = h/s, f = O.lHz)
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Figure  7.41: Acceleration  maneuver: Vehicle velocity tracking  - Controller A (Xl =

0.4), %az = lm/s, f = 0.2Hz
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Figure  7.42: Acceleration  maneuver: Vehicle velocity tracking  - Controller B (XI =
0.4, X2 = 30),  amaz = lm/s, f = 0.2Hz
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Figure  7.43: Acceleration  maneuver: Vehicle acceleration  tracking  - Controller A

(Xl = 30), amaz = lm/s, f = 0.2Hz
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Figure  7.44: Acceleration  maneuver: Vehicle acceleration  tracking  - Controller B
(Xl = 0.4, X2 = 30), amaz = lm/s, f = 0.2Hz
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Figure  7.45: Acceleration  maneuver: Mass  air tracking - Controller B (XI = 0.4, X2 =

30), amaz = lm/s, f = 0.2Hz
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Figure  7.46: Acceleration  maneuver: Spacing error  - Controllers A & B (Xl =

0.4, X2 = SO), amas  = lm/s, f = 0.2Hz
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7.6 Conclusions

The experimental  results show good performance  for all control designs.
The inclusion of manifold dynamics into controller design however  generally offered
improved tracking.  This was especially true at low speeds  where  linearization  reveals
that  open loop engine  and manifold  dynamics are closer  in speed.  As long as the
closed  loop manifold dynamics are sufficiently fast, as well  as faster  than the open
loop dynamics,  the additional complexity is warranted. Controllers B & C, which
included the manifold dynamics, also  have the added advantage of robustness  to
modeling errors  and disturbances  over Controller A. It should also be noted that
the use of Controller A is only possible since the open loop manifold dynamics are
asymptotically  stable.  If this were  not the case  the feedback structures  compensating
for the dynamics are absolutely required.

The inclusion of torque converter dynamics to the controller design added
no appreciable  improvement to system performance.  From intuitive  arguments,  the
usefulness of this design is during high accelerations  in first and second  gears.  Given
that passenger comfort specifications shun these type of maneuvers,  the increased
controller  complexity  is not justified.
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Figure  7.47: Acceleration  maneuver: Throttle  control signal  tracking  - Controller A
(Xl = 0.4), amaz = lm/s, f = 0.2Hz
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Figure 7.48: Acceleration maneuver: Throttle  control signal tracking  - Controller  B

(XI = 0.4, X2 = 30),  amaz = lm/s,  f = 0.2Hz
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

We have developed  a user-friendly and modular simulation package  for a 20

vehicle platoon,  which incorporates  a realistic  vehicle model  and a simplified  controller
model. Any new control algorithms can easily  be verified  by changing the “controller”
routine of the package. Anonymous  ftp site and/or an account has been set up for
other researchers to transfer  this package  to their respective  computers.

Due to the highly  nonlinear behavior of the brake system, a model is critical
for the development of an automatic  brake controller. The model emphasises the
behavior  of the vacuum booster  which is an essential component of the brake system.
The model is also ideally suited for control because all the states  are measurable.

String Stability is an important  concern for platooning. Various  platooning
strategies  have been investigated  for string stability.  It has been established  that lead
vehicle information  is required for string stability. Other  performance  tradeoffs, like
complexity  of implementation,  have also  been addressed.

Smaller intervehicular  spacing  requires  high performance  controllers,  which
satisfy platooning specifications  in the presence of parametric  uncertainities.  A de-
centralised  adaptive control algorithm has been developed  to this end. Performance
improvement has been demonstrated  in simulation.

The problem of failure detection  and signal  reconstruction  for various  sensors
used in the longitudinal  control system of the vehicle has been addressed.  Experimen-
tal verification  for the vehicle speed sensor  failure and information  reconstruction  was
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done. Throttle  and brake actuator  faults are being studied too with an aim to develop
some backup plan for emergency situation. Experiments  have been conducted  at the
California  Highway Patrol Academy, Sacramento  to test various  control algorithms
developed  eariler .
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Appendix A

VDANL

VDANL  (Vehicle Dy namics Analysis, Non Linear) is a vehicle dynamics sim-
ulation program which runs on IBM-PC compatible  computers and was developed  by
Systems  Technology,  Inc. (STI) in Hawthorne, California. VDANL  supports analy-
sis of passenger cars, light trucks and sport utility  vehicles with the user providing
the necessary  vehicle parameters  through input files.  Input parameters  for 42 dif-
ferent vehicles were  provided  with the simulation program.  VDANL can be run in
either  open loop simulation mode with time profiles  of steering, braking, throttle  and
aerodynamic  inputs provided  by the user,  or in driver  model  closed  loop simulation
mode  with road curvature,  lane position and speed commands as input. Initial re-
search with the VDANL  simulation program  was concentrated  in the analysis of the
VDANL vehicle model and determination  of VDANL’s  applicability  to the PATH
program. Current research efforts  are being made to adapt the simulation program
to test and verify algorithms for combined longitudinal/lateral  control of a platoon
of vehicles.

Figure A is the block diagram  for the VDANL  simulation program. The vehi-
cle model for VDANL  covers an extensive  range  of longitudinal  and lateral/directional
modes  (23 degrees  of freedom) up through the limit performance  conditions. Original
development of VDANL  was targeted  for analysis  of vehicle stability  and rollover  [l],
[a], thus requiring a highly  accurate  vehicle model  to properly account for induced
load transfer  across  the wheelbase  due to extreme  driving  maneuvers. The VDANL
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simulation package  provided  to PATH included manuals with descriptions of the ve-
hicle model and results of experimental  validation testing,  as well  as methods for
determining  the large  number of vehicle parameters  needed  to run the simulation.

The vehicle model uses 3 mass  components including a vehicle sprung  mass
and front and rear unsprung masses. The tire model is derived  from a composite
longitudinal  slip and side slip angle description and uses shaping  coefficients based on
Calspan tire test data to fit the tire model  to various types of tires. The suspension
model allows  for independent or solid axle suspension  and specifies  all suspension
forces as equivalent forces acting at the tire contact  patch. This is to give the suspen-
sion model broad applicability  over a wide  range  of vehicle suspensions  and allows  the
necessary  input parameters  for the simulation to be determined from vehicle geometry
and static  force measurements of the particular  vehicle. The steering model includes
Ackerman steer effects and steering compliance. The power train model includes an
engine, transmission, differentials  and torque splitting  between the front and rear
axles. However,  the VDANL  power  train model  is fairly generic and does not include
an accurate model of the engine  dynamics for each vehicle, since development of the
VDANL simulation was targeted  for the analysis  of vehicle stability and rollover.
The brake model simulates vacuum  boost runout,  a non-linear proportioning valve
between the front and rear axles, and also a generic ABS model.

From the analysis  of the VDANL, the following recommendations  are made
concerning its potential  applicability  to the PATH program. The extensively  detailed
vehicle model of VDANL  is unnecessarily excessive for the development of control al-
gorithms for the PATH program.  The vehicle models  of McMahon et al [28] Peng et
al [31] are well suited for such control algorithm development. In addition these mod-
els are currently  running on DEC workstations with considerably higher computing
power than PC compatible  machines on which VDANL  runs. However,  because  the
VDANL simulation program was provided  with input parameter  sets for 42 different
vehicles, it has a potential  application in testing  the robustness  of the longitudi-
nal/lateral  control algorithms to changes  in vehicle parameters.  Simulations can be
run to test the effectiveness of the control algorithm across  vehicle types ranging from
a 2-door Ford Escort to a Chevy SlO Blazer  sport utility. Also,  because the VDANL
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vehicle model was developed  for analysis  of extreme  vehicle maneuvers,  VDANL could
also possibly be used for simulation analysis  and estimation  of the vehicle dynamics
encountered  in emergency procedures  and how these effect  the control algorithms.

Current research efforts  are directed in adapting the VDANL  simulation for
use in the PATH program. Through arrangements with STI, we have been provided
a means for modifying the VDANL  program  through user defined  modules  which will
interface with the VDANL  code. Thus,  the VDANL  simulation is being modified
to run in closed  loop mode with the VDANL driver  model replaced by the PATH

vehicle control algorithms. Also, user defined modules  can be written  to bypass
certain aspects of the VDANL  code. For example, the VDANL  engine model can
be bypassed and instead the throttl e to engine  torque production can be calculated
through the use of engine  maps as in McMahon et al [28].  Since the VDANL program
simulates the dynamics of a single vehicle, a method is also being implemented  to
use the VDANL code for a platooning a series  of vehicles. This method involves  first
running the VDANL simulation for the lead vehicle and storing the position, velocity
and acceleration  information  Then run the VDANL  code for each i-th vehicle in the
platoon using the position, velocity and acceleration  of the lead car and the i-lth
car for computing input commands (throttle,  braking, steering) with the combined
longitudinal/lateral  control algorithms developed  for the PATH program.
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